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INTROIUC'I·ION 
F.t>om the bet;inning oi' t1.me ma:1. has been concerned 
H5.th ,-r..oving from one point •co a..Ylother Hi th the g:c>catest 
eff:tclcncy anc"i in the leas t a1noLmt of time. Speed was 
t')Ssontial to surv:t vaJ.a }i'ror.l the very first Ol;pnpics, i.n 
l-lh:i.ch a 200 me tel" run l-IaS the only event , to present day 
Olympics, the victor~, .in the ru.11 .. ning races were the most 
l auded . Px'esent day Hinners of' the Olympic sprints receive 
t he title of t he uorld's fas t es t humana 
Sport , v~hether it bo a ga1ne c.f t able 'Genni s between 
fr•iends or the complex gnme of' i."lOdel'l"l professional football, 
h a.':1 be come a.11 integral pari; of oUJ.~ cul'.;~e . For tb..is r,~ason 
the many aspects of spor-t; have come undor int ense scrutiny 
by physiologists , sociologj_sts, psychclog:tsts , and physical 
educ ators. One of the complex aspects that has been studied 
and onalyzed i s the l'ole of speed in sports competition. 
Speed is a basic :3kil1 1-1hich is cons i dered vital to perfor-
man.e-e in almost all sports, Hhether it be speed o:f reaction 
o:c speed of r.10vement, co'aches and physical educators hav e 
become increas i ngly concerne d Hith speed of movement of the 
ent:Lr'o body as a Hhole a...."l.d a lso ways to Lrnprove that speed . 
I n order to find the a.n::mers to some of the q uest i ons being 
r a is e d Flbout speed, t he fa.ctcrs affect.:l.nG speed are bein g 
1 
identified and a relationship determined. Flexibility and 
r·elax&tion are tHo of these factors. 
Research points to the fact that flexibility plays 
2 
a rna jor 1~ole in range of movement and strength in the 
.important joints lnvol ved in running (t.1cCue, 19.53, DeVries, 
1962, Fiel&nan, 1966, Dich:inson, 1968) . As far as the 
effect . ~f relaxation on speed is concerned, there are 
conflicting :l.deas. Somo believe that the athlete "'-Jho is 
loose and x•eluxed -v1ill perform better ( Declmer, 1970). The 
main reasoning behind this is mos tly psychological in that 
Hith r•olaxation emotional stress is r•edu.ced and consequently 
physical stress may be reduced ( Benson, Bero•y , and Carol, 
1972). Physiolosieally, relaxation is thought to r educe the 
e.ction of the antagonistic muscles and in doing so alloH the 
primary mLtscles involved in a movement to hava less 
restriction ( DeVries , 1961). On t he other hand, there aro 
those l·Jho feel that for a shol"t intense effort such as a 
s.print 1 preliminary tension may improve performance. Hen-ry 
(19.52) and Harteniuk (1968 ) demonstrated this with "ball-
snatc~" tests. 
1'he importance of this study la.y in its attempt to 
discover a relationship among relaxation, flexibility, and 
running speeds of high intensity and short distru'lce. It 1-1as 
hoped that this study would provide valuable insights into 
the role of relaxation on rtUL~in8 speeds at short distances 
and also i t s relationship to flexibility training for speed 
improv,.:3men'G. The short distances Hel~e chosen due to the 
fact that :Ln most sports a pm'ticipant x•arely runs g reat 
c1istaneen at full speed. at any one timo. 
STATEHENT OF THE PHOBLEM 
~rhe purpose of this investigation was to deterntine 
the relatic~~ship of relaxation training Emd l'J.exlbility 
·t raining to r·unning speeds of high intensity at three short 
distances i'or· high school males. In addition to the main 
pl:•oblem, t he folloHing . sub-pl'oble:ms Here established: 
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1. Has there a siBnificant dlfference of effects 
betHeon the J. ... e l a..;.::ation training and the fl0xibility training 
on times at the tlu>ee distances of 20, )0 , snd 100 yard:3? 
2. 1'h.s the relationship of flcxibili ty a.n.d r·e.laxa-
tion to running speed the s~:uae o.s tha distance increased? 
3. Did a combination of fJ.exibili ty &J.d relaxation 
training produce diffe1 .... ent l .. esu1ts th<:m rela.."'Ca·l;ion training 
or flexibility training alono? 
STATEHEWl' OF H'LPOT11ESES. 
Prior t;o the begi:i.:ning of the study the folloHing 
hypotheses uere formulated : 
1. It was lqpothesized that subjects who received 
relaxation t:t>aining Hou.ld si gnificantly loHer their times 
to a greater degree than those Hho received flexibility 
training. 
2. It -vw.s hypothes ized that the effects of a 
conhination of rela:w.tion train:Lng 1 intePval sprint train.ing, 
and f l ex i bi llty tra i ning vlou l d be s i gnificantly greater a t 
the longer distance of 100 yar·ds a s compared to the shortCl" 
dist~~ce of 20 yards. 
3. It v1as hypothesized that tho lowering of pre-
tra ining times to pos t - training times would be more 
significe ..nt i'or the group tha t receive d all three training 
progra..'1ls a s compared to thos e groups that r e ceived a 
combination o.f tvw progr ams or only one program. 
DELHITTATIONS 
The following delimitations were established prior 
to beginning the study: 
lo The study Has limited to 31 high school males 
aged J.5,.19 yes.rs. 
2. The study was ltmited to the first four periods 
of physical education classes at Fre.nldin Sen,t or High School 
in Stockton, Ca. 
3. 'l1he tests for running speed were limited to a 
20 yard run, a 50 yard rtL"l, and a 100 yard run. 
4o The training progr•arn ·Has limited to four weeks. 
5. This study did not attempt to measure the 
incr·ease or de crease in flexibility or relaxation as a result 
of the training progr ams for e ach individual. 
LIHI~ATIONS 
The f olloHing limita tions were noted during the 
coerse of the ~1 tudy: 
1. During the pro~es3 or' obtaining sub j ect s , a lru•ge 
number• of drop -outs f orced the investigaJGor to accept three 
volunteers ·Hho asked to participate as compared co the rest 
who were randomly choson. 
2. A mot i v a ticmal fac ·to:- of a pr•omised partia l high, 
f;l"a.do in ph.ys ical eclucat~.on had to be employed to insure 
tha t the subjects would be dependable. 
3. Dnring tra:i.:ning exe:t•cises the only ·t-~ay to tell 
if the subje cts t..Jere act ively and honestly pe.rticipating was 
by subjective obs~ryat:ton. 'rh:i.s l..Jas alr; o t1•ue for the 
actual tenting. 
~- · 1.the inves tigator 1.zas unable to put each g1•oup 
through tb.eir- pa:ct icul ar traini n g progra:m 'immediate ly pt•ior 
to t he "testing due to a time lirnitution. 
luring t::L•a ining , tho oJilOunt of e.vail able timo 
f ol' E'l t:.ch . .9'0Uj,? i'or.:;e •.l ·the i nves i,; i gn.tor t o reduce the time 
flpen!; on spr·i n t t~:>sJ :o 5.ag to b 0ti-H)en soven and ten minut;es., 
r 0c0ived or:.ly t :w ~lm~s fo·r a p::;.rticu.l c.J:• :r•un Ins tead of 
t b_'t'ee.. 1r h:ts 1:ws due ·(:o w~tch :t'a i.lu.ro <:md hmnan e .r:t'Ol'. 
ASSU!1P11I ONS 
The stndy \ W.s bused on tht> folJ.oHing t'UJsu.:m.y..ticnn: 
(ingDs tiou o.f food _. wc::tthe:r:- , pru•t:tc ipa tion 1n x•egulat" 
ph~rs l.c -3.1 oduc c~ tion n.etl vl ties, ot~ .. ) vJot;_J.d n ot affect 
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2. It was assl1med that each subject vJ a.s act:tvoly 
,. 
and honestly participating in all phases of the tra:Lning 
program a.:..11.d \-JUs g iving a maximal effort du.t>ing testing. 
3. It was assumed that the times obts.ined dUl'ing the 
testing vJere tx'ue representatives of each sub ject t s running 
speed at each distru1ce. 
DEFINITION OF '.rEHHS 
The folloHing terms are defined in order to give the 
reader e. greater understanding of the study: 
Anaerobic 
Anaerobic means , " A microorganism i.Jhlch floux'ishes 
without free oxygen ." (The DoubJ.eday Dictionary, 1975). 
"Hus c1.:tlar activity cru1 be supplied with enerey .from processes 
occlll'ing Hithout OJ\.-ygen .n ( DeVries , 1966). 
Anal;rs is of C_ova.r:i._?..,!!£~ 
Analysis of covariance , "Reduces the effects of 
initial group differences statisticall y by making compen-
sating adjustments of final means on the dependent vax-ia.ble . 11 
(Leedy, 1974) • 
=~tB:gonistic NU§~ 
An antagonistic muscle is a muscle which causes the 
opposite movement from that of the musc l e acting as a movel"• 
(}/ells , 1971). 
.AZJ._~~o2ometl'Y, 
Anthropometry is, "The s cience and technique of 
meas uring anatomical and physiological features o:f human 
beings." ( 11he Doubleday Dictionary, 1975). 
Ballistic Stre~ching 
7 
Ballistic stretching is, "Bobbing, bouncing , or jerky 
movements in 1-1hich one body segment i s put in movement by 
active contraction of a muscle group, a11.d the momentum is 
then arPe~ted by the ant agonists at the end of the range of 
motion." (DeVries , 1966). 
~e c t rom;t.2£.l::~l?.hl 
Electr•omyography is, 11 The reco:t>d:lng of electrical 
change that accompanies the contraction of muscle tissue. 11 
(DeVries , 1966) . 
Flexibility i s , "The r ange of po~s ible movoment;s in 
a joint or series of joints." (DeVries, 1966). 
~nterval Training 
Interva l training is, "A series of repeated bouts of' 
exercise alternated Hith periods of' r elief." (Fox and 
Hathews , 19?3). 
Isometric Contraction 
- . 
An isometric contraction occttrs, " If the muscl e is 
compelled to contract agains 1; some Height ·t·Jhich it cannot 
15.ft, the t ens ion in tile fibex•s increases but the r:mscle 
8 
length r emains una ltered." (Mille r End :Ge8.ve ll, 1972) . 
1P-:nesj. o lO&tY. 
Kines iology :i.s, 11The atudy of the human bo<.ly as a. 
machine for the pe rformance of vJork vli th foundations i n tht>ee 
major areas of study : mechanics , anatomy , and physiology." 
(\'Jells, 1971). 
He an 
The mea.n is, 11An avera ge . 11 (The Doubleday Die-
tionary, 197)). 
Pl~ysiolog;[_ 
Physi ology J. s, 11 The branch of bioloe;y that deals \.-lith 
the functions of l.-5.ving organisms of their part s • 11 ( The 
fuub leday Dictionary·, 197.5). 
Progressive r•ola.xation consists of, 
Teaching a sub j ect to r ecogni z e progrecsively 
decreas:i.ng l evels of voluntary museul ar tension until 
his perceptive pm·IOr i s grea t enough to identify, and 
thus reli.eve, even the smallest degree of involuntary 
tension. o • results in t he s ubject •s ability to 
achi eve volunt~u·y and complete relaxation in one 
muscle gr•oup after another. (DeVries, 1966 ). 
Speed is defined as, 11 The rate at which a person can 
prope l his body or parts of his bc dy , through space. 11 
(Johns on and Nelson, 1969 ). 
9 
::_:, t.~.l:.£_9 tr e 1?_ch:i:E..fi 
Static stretching i s defined as, " Holding a ~tatic 
posi tlon for a period of time 1 and locking the join·i;s 
involved into a position Hhich places the muscles and connec·· 
tivo tissues at their greatest possible length." (DeVries, 
1966) • 
T Test 
A t; test is, 11 A test used to test the conformity of 
the data \-Jhich the researcher has to the expectancy of the 
normal curve. It is primarily used Hith only one group 
involved." (Leedy, 197l~). 
Chapter 2 
F.EVIE\-l OI•, T H.b: HE LA TED LI~t'ERATURE 
DuPing a revioH of the l'elated l iterature , various 
areas of importance emerged vJi th x•cspo ct; to the study . Thus 
the li terattu'e l·18.s surveyed on the :LollovJing topics: 
( l) rela.xa t ion C?J.1d its x'ela.tionchip to pel"formance, ( 2 ) the 
relationship of flexibility to body si 1~e and a comparison of 
stretching techniques, and (3) anaerobic capacity and 
interval trainingo 
HELAXATION AND ITS RELN1.,IONSHIP TO PERPORl~lANGE 
As described by Benson, Beary, and Care.J. ( 19'7l~) and 
Gellr~orn ( 1958), the rels.xation r el:lponse appears to be an 
lntog:r.•a ted hypothalamic response Hhich r1:1suJ.t;s in generalized 
decreased sympathetic n ervous activi l.~ y Hhich :i.n. ttu•n is 
accompanied by a decrease in afferent impulses.. Decl''eases 
in hecu•t rate, respil•ato:l.?Y r a te, and al'teria.l blood l actate 
during relaxation have been dem01~stre.ted by Allis on ( 19?0) 
and Connor ( 197l.~). Rele.xatJ.on as rne:lsU.t'cd by a~ e lectro-
myographi c innt!'UJrlont ( l:eVries , 1966) is the ubnencc of 
e l ectrical uctiv:t t;r in a 1r.us cle . 
Wells (1971 ) states that one of the greatest hin-
drru1.ces to hura~n motion is unpr>oC.uctlv0 muscular ei'fol~l;., 
Effi,~ie:n'c body r:1ovcm.ent is the absence of us.ste<l m.ovement, 
10 
ll 
the use of the col'rect musc l es Hith t he proper amount of 
force requ5.red, ru1d the rele..xation of t hose muscles which do 
not contribute to Hork. He .felt that it was impoi'tant to 
acquire the ability to relax muscles Hhich are not n eeded :l.n 
performing a motor sk:l.ll. 
Edm•J.nd .Jacobson (1938) developed a technique of 
relaxation training called progressive relaxation. It is a 
t echnique \.Jhich enables a person to achieve control over 
skeletal muscle tension by alternately contracting and 
relaxing major muscle groups. Jacobson (1943) demonstrated 
his technique on 7 women. An electromyograph vJas used to 
determine the level of relaxation. After 10-12 Heeks of 
progress ive relaxation training the electromyograph was again 
u s ed. Electrical activtty :tn muscles v~as signi.f:tcantly 
reduced for those women who received training in progressive 
.re laxation. The control group v1hich received no training 
d:i.d not achieve the same results. 
Various f'orms of Jacobson's technique have proven to 
be highly successf'ul in training subjects in deep muscle 
relaxation. Lutho (1963 and 1969) and Bernstein and Borkovek 
(1973 ) have experimented successfully Hith progressive 
I'O la."{a t ion. 
As far as t he relationship of relaxation to perfor-
mance , the majority of studies have compared pre-performance 
t ension \.Zith no tens ion prior to performance. The results 
have been conflicting as have those results of the few 
studies directly involving progressive relaxation training 
12 
ru1d its effects on performance. 
'i\lO e arly studic3 by Dui'fy ( 1932) a nd ll•.1ssell ( 1932) 
proved quite interestir!g . Duffy found that an increa.se in 
t en s ion du:r•ing a typing performance and a discriminative 
reaction-to-pict.u:.."'e test resulted in a. greater output of 
\wrk but performance suffered. His conclusion VJas that a 
moderate degree of tension appears most efficient. Russell 
stu.died an accuracy skill \.Zi th tl:u,ee groups of men and vwmen . 
One Has a control, one group relaxed prlor to one test, 'Hhile 
another group reversed this order . Tennis balls Here throvm 
through a hole 17 feet av1ay. Accuracy Has significantly 
better vzhen a group vJas relaxed prior to testing. On the 
other hand , Freeman (1933) found that a finger oscillation 
test; was facilltated by rnore tension. He also found that a 
ma.Yl.ual pursuit task suffered with tension so his conclusion 
-vw.s that the effects of mu.sculm ... tension depend on 'l<ihat type 
of skill is being sll.I'veyed . A test with similar inconclusive 
results Has performed by Franklin Henry (1952). In a ball-
snatch test tl'J.ere was no diffe.rencc in movement times Hhen a 
subject vJas tensed Ol' relaxed prior to the test. An a1r.1ost 
identical study by Haxwell (1953) involving a ball-snatch 
test tvith .50 men produced the same results. 
A study using Jacobson's progressive relaxation 
techniques was conducted by Haverland (PhD 1953). It 
conslsted of breaking down 83 Homen into t hree groups. 
G:r·oll.P 1 served as a control and participated in regular 
physical education classes which consisted of lnstrnction in 
dunce, sports activities, and swu~aing. Group 2 also 
participated in the :r.'e8ular• physical educatiion classes but 
tl-dce a Heek they received forty minutes of formal instruc-
tion in gymnastics . The gymnastics involved rhythmic raptd 
use of large muscle groups . Group 3 also received the 
r egular physical education instruction and in addition ·they 
received a forty minute period o~ training in Jacobson's 
progress ive rele..xation techniques tHice a week . The 
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training period lasted six Heeks at the end of which subjects 
\·Jere tested on five items. These tests were reaction time, 
tracing ability for accuracy and precision, aiming , the 
ability to hold the hand motionless for steadiness , and a 
tapping test for motor capacity. There \vas no significant 
difference between groups on any of the tests except for 
aiming . The group that received the relaxation training 
perfo1·•med more successfully. 
DeVries (1961 ) took ll college track runners and 
tested the effects of foUl" different warm-ups on 220 yard 
dash times. The Harm-ups consisted of running, static 
stretching, ballistic stretching, and relaxation training. 
In the relaxation training, DeVries hoped to reduce the 
resistance of the antagonistic muscles during runnL~g . 
After each v1arm-up the athlete vJas timed in a 220 yard dash. 
There vJas no difference in effects betHeen the four warm-ups 
on performance. 
Two studies 'YH:}re conducted by Smith and Whitley 
( 1963) and Smith ( 1961-t-) in an attempt to discover the 
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rola t lonship bet He en pr-e--movement tens eness and speed of 
movement . I n both cases speed of movement of an arm Has 
cox~parod vJhen the ar-.m was tensed , by pe rforming progressive 
resistance exercises , to -v;hen the ar m v1as relaxed . Resul ts 
'Here conflicting. The em"ller study shovJed no r elationship 
betHeen prc-:;novement tenseness and speed of movement. In 
the l atter study speed of movement times were significantly 
faster vJhen the arm was tensed r ather• than relaxed. Two 
similar studies were conducted by Nelson and Nofsinger 
(1965) e.nd Clarke (1968). In the earlier study, speed of 
elbmv flexion was tested afte1• each of the fclloHing condi -4 
tions: (l) rest, (2) performing elbow flexion ( cur l s ) \vith 
v10:i.ghts totaling 1~% of the maximum curl lift, (3) curls 
Hi th 30;~ of the 1naximum a.nd ( L~) CUl"ls vii th 45% of the maxi-
m~nrl. 'l'h er e Has no difference in speed of flexion betHeen 
the four conditions . ln Clarke's study a spring-loaded hand 
ergograph recorded hand contractions at varying tensions of 
1~0 young adult mal es . The tension was varied by setting the 
dynamometer a t different initial loads. The r ate of change 
of contraction was independent of preliminary t ens ion but 
there vJas a greater maximum force exert ed when t he muscles 
began contraction vii th no tension. 
At t his point the relationship of pre-performance 
t ension and relaxation to pex•formance seems uncl ear . There 
does appear to be a trend in the literature to\vards the 
possibility that any skill r equ.iring smooth coordinated 
move\:!ents te::.1ds to suffer as t ension increases . On the 
other hand, g:r:>oss motor movements or> speed of movement of 
various limbs appenr to be :i.ndependent of pre-movement 
tenseness or relaxation in most cases. 
l'1arteniuk ( 1960) used a ball-snatch test in an 
attempt to find a relationship bebwen tension, reaction 
time and movement time. Reaction time improved Hith the 
presence of tension while there was a trend towards slower 
movement time as tension increased. 
Berger and Hathus (1969 ) tested 25 college students 
on movement times ·with various resistance loads. In the 
supine ·press, each subject did one repetition of 20%, L~O%, 
60%, 8o%, and 100% of their maximum l:i.ft as fast as possible . 
Ee.ch repetitlon was performed once after instructions to 
relax. Each repetition \~as e.l so pe rformed a.fter a max.imu.m 
isometric contraction on tho bar vJh.i.le the instructors held 
it down for tensenesso It was then released for the test. 
Their conclusion was that muscle \·Ihich is 1•elaxed just prior 
to movement is abl e to move J•esiatance loads of 20% or• more 
of maximum strength with greater velocity than Hhen the 
muscle is tensed p:c>ior to the movement. 
An excellent case study was carried ou.t by Nideffer 
and Deckner (1970 ). A shot-putter competing on the college 
level ·t-~as thought ·t;o have achieved his max:tnwm performance 
capability in that event. It was note d that there was a 
great deal of tension pl"esent prior to perfon:tance and that 
this tension was felt to tighten up the major aPm and 
shou.ldel" muscles involved :Ln pu.ttinr; the sho·c. The subject 
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HD.S taught p1·ogres s 1vt:::; rela-"'<at:i.on and then asked to practice 
t 1--Jice a day for ten minutes and again prior to competition. 
After fotlr Hecks his performance improved cons :L ci.erably and 
he l-Ja.s 1:lble to break the school record -Ghat hG had previously 
set in the s hot-put. The authors felt that this study was in 
cont1•adiction to the idea that for shol't intense efforts the 
pre-perfo::::'mance muscle tension level should be high. They 
felt tha t t e nsion could be a detrement in activities which 
r equire px·ec:ise timi~g and coordinatj_on. 
J a cobson's relaxa tion tecl:miques Here used in a 
study by Zardus (EdD 1972). In the first part of the study 
15 ·Homen r eceived training in progressive relaxation while 
another 1~) women served as a control group. On a relaxation 
tt3st battery designe d by the author, the experimental group 
-r.-zaz able to relax significard;ly more than the cont1•ol group. 
In the second part of the study 22 l-wmen received instruction 
in badminton skills in addition to prograssive relaxation 
training. The control group of 22 twmen received instruction 
in badirlinton only~ Results showed that in a. test of three 
badminton skills, the re vJas no diffeJ.•ence bett.-!een the gt•oups 
in the de·Jelopment of the badminton skills. 
Chaney ar ... d Andreasen ( 1973) u sed J acobson's tech-
niques in an a.ttempt to teach relaxation of antagonists in 
skilled movements. Forty-eight girls were divided into 3 
groups of 16 each. Group 1 received exercises 5 days a week 
for 6 we eks. Group 2 received a placebo pill every day for 
6 Haeks.. G:•oup 3 received progressive relaxat:i.on every day 
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fol' 6 ¥1ee ks . Ho18:~ation Has measnred by an electromyograph. 
rfens ion \-JUS induce d p:i."iOI' to performance by a verbal threat 
of failur0 and poor grades. The test was to determine speed 
and a.c cu.!'acy in throwing darts at a target 10 feet m-t a.y. 
Hesults ahm1ed that there was no significant difference 
betvseen gr•oups. 
In summa x·y, it can be seen that relaxation is 
chUl1 acterized by a decrease in sympathetic nervous activity 
t~hich in turn reduces the effects of tension . It is also 
accompanied by an increase in parasympathetic action \-Jhich 
vJOuld result in a reduction in heart rate and respj.rution. 
Aff'erent :!.mpulses to the muscles are decreased causing an 
e limina tion ox• red uction of electrical actiyi ty in a muscle. 
A techn5.que has been developed called progressive relaxation. 
It involves teaching a subject to recognize decreasing 
levels of rr.uscle tension unti 1 his pe1•cepti ve pm·Ier is great 
enough to recognize and eliminate any muscular tension. It 
has proven to be an effective method in bringing about the 
relaxatj_on. response. In the earlier studies there appears 
to be evidence that increases in tension can cause peJ•for-
ma.nce to su .. ffer, especially when it involves a skill that 
requires precision, timing, and groat coordination. On the 
othar hand, complete relaxation can also affect parfo~"mance 
in a negative fashion . It appears that a moderate degree of 
tennion is needed bL.t.t a s the skill becomes more complex 
tension becomes more· of a factor and too much of it can 
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hn.mpor performance. In the event that tension is too high, 
r·elaxation can be an effective means of controlling it. 
Evidence is still inconclusive as to tho benefits of progres-
sive relaxation upon performance. r.rhere is a dofin:i.te need 
for more study on the effects of :r.e].a.,"'{ation tra ining on 
pe:t•formance. 
R8LATIONSHIP OF FLEXIBILITY TO BODY SIZE AND 
A C01'1PARISON OF S'llRETCHING TECIDHQ.UES 
The relationship of flexibility to all aspects of 
body size has been studied extensively. Hu.pprich and 
Sigerseth (1950) took flexibility measures of 300 women. 
'l'hey measured flexion and exte nsion movements of the elbm-1, 
Wl"ist , shoulder, trunk, hip, ankle, and head. In addition, 
they also measured lmee and thigh flexion, head rotation, 
and leg abduction. The conclusion was that flexibility is 
not a general function but is a function of specific factors 
in each joint. 
11athews, Shaw, and V.loods (1959) and Hear (1963} 
conducted similar studies. HathevJs et al., tested flexi-
b:l.lity in a toe·-touch test and a sit-and-reach test vlith the 
legs straight. They found tha t vJith their 158 subjects, 
. flex:tbili ty Has independent of lower limb leng th. Wear 
achieved s i mi lar results in the sit-and-rea ch test for 116 
co11ege men. He found that trunk extension fl•om a prone and 
a supine position vH~.s not related to trunk length. 
Laubach 1:" •• nd HcConvilJ.e ( 1966 ) attampted to find a 
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rela.t:i.onship between anthropometric meRsures , somatotypes 1 
and f l exibility meas ures of 63 college men~ They measured 
flexion and extension of t he neck, hip, trunk, shoulders, 
elbows , vlrists, knees , ankl es , and in addition measured neck 
rotation. A low correlation was discovered between f l exi-
bility and anthropometric measurements , and between 
flexibility and lean body rnas3. There vJas a negative 
correlati on betvzeen f l exibility and body ft=tt. In research 
by the same tvJO men ( 1966 ) they again compa-red flexibility 
measurements of trunk flexion-ex tension and hip flexion-
extension. •rher e was also a l ack of a relationship bett-~een 
flexibility and somatotype components. 
Dickinson (1968) tested the flexibility of 50 
colleee men $ He measured flexion-extensJ.on of the wrist and 
ankle . Harris (1969) tested flexibi l ity in 38 singl e joint 
actions, 13 composite actions, and compm~ed them t.o tlvo 
anth-ropometric measurements of 147 coll ege 1wmen. Both 
pleces of research c ame up with t he conclusion that 
flexibility is not a single characteristi c of the 't.Zholo body 
but is specific to each joint . 
Cureton (1941) discusses flexibility as an aspect of 
total fitne ss . Since flexibility i s li.rn..i. ted by the 
elas'jjicity of surrounding ligaments , tendons , and muscles in · 
a joint, Cureton felt that; exerci ses could be gi vcn to 
produce elongation and st1•engthening of those tissues by 
contraction a.'1.d extension of the muscl es . He felt that 
t hese exercises can help overcome the r estr5.cl;ions due to 
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fibrous tissues and fat. He also f~lt that the ligrunents 
csn be tra ined to function more efficiently under stress. 
vJc~llB ( 1971) states that the kinesiological forceS ~vhich can 
be u sed to increase flexibility would be: (1) the force 
provided by another person, or by yourself', or by machine, 
(2) tho force of g1•avity, and (3) momentum. 
r1cCue ( 19)3) measured flexibility in various 
movements in the shoulder, back, neck, hip, lmee, and ankle 
of 130 college women. Those who were more active tended to 
be more flexible. In an obstacle race the fastest 
performers ~<~ere also tho xnost flexible in hip and trunk 
.flexion. A dynamic exel .. cise · program involving hip flexion 
and extension, and neck extension vms conduc·ted daily for 
three Heeks. The exorcino program improved flexibillty 
sign:l.ficantly for those subjects vJho had performed poorly on 
the original t ests for flexibility. 
Logan and Egstrom (1961 ) divided 25 men and \-lomen 
lnto a s low stretch and a fast stretch group and exercised 
them fox• ten dD.ys. The exercise vJas toe touching and 20 
repetitions He:re performed. Results shol>Jed that both types 
o.f exercises increased the range of motion at the sacro-
femoral angle. DeVri es (PhD 1961) compared static and 
dynamic stretching along vJith running and relaxation as 
1tJar·m-ups prior to running a 220 yard dash. He found no 
differences in effects between any of the vJarm-ups. DeVries 
(1962) again demonstrated that there is no difference in 
effaets of static and. ballistic stretching. Fifty-seven 
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college men Here exerd.sed for three and one-haJ.f l.Jeeks. One 
group performed static exercises i-Jhilc the other performed 
ballistic exercises. There was a series of eight exefcises 
in each group that stretched the trLmk 1 legs, and back. 
\fuen tested on trunk flexion-extension and shoulder elevation, 
both groups made significant gains in fle:.dbility. Neither 
group was found to be superior to the othero In testing 
static stretching effects as a warm-up, DeVries (1963) hoped 
to lessen the resistance of antagonistic muscles in · the 100 
yard dash. There 1-1as no effect on times. In comparing 
static and ballistic stretching on Homen, Long (H.A. 1971) 
found no difference in flexibility Bains bet1-1een groups. 
A comparat ive study of three stretching techniques 
vJas conduc·l;ed by Holt, Travis, an.d Oki ta ( 1970). These \-Jere 
ballistic, static, and a technique call ed proprioceptive 
neuromuscular facilitation. The latter technique involves 
an isometric contraction of the agonist, the muscle to be 
stretched, followed by a concentric contraction of the 
antagonist. The test consisted of sitting t-Jith the legs 
straight and reaching as far past the toes as possible. The 
fast stretch exercises consisted of toe touching from a 
sitting position and from a standing position. It i-Jas a 
bouncing movement performed for t1-1enty seconds. The ·slow 
stretch exercises Here the same but the ankles were grasped 
for tt-Jenty seconds. The other technique also involved tHo 
exercises. The fi:t•st one was an isometr•ic contraction for 
six seconds of hip extension followed by a concentric trunk 
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flexion contraction~ The exercises vJere perf ormed three days 
a week for three v1eeks. All groups improved flflxibili ty 
significantly. They also found that the pl"opriocepti ve 
neuromuscular facilitation improved flexibility si~Lificantly 
more than the other techniques. 
Cotton ru1d Haters ( 1970) researched the immediate 
effects of four types of warm-up activities on flexibility 
of the trunk, right shoulder, right thigh, and the right 
ankle. The static and ballistic exercises were the srune as 
those u,sed by DeVr•ies ( 1962) • The other two warm-ups 
consisted of a hot shower and calisthenics. The calisthenics 
were toe raises, running in place, and l·Jindmills. All 
significantly incr0ased flexibility 1no1•e than Hi th no 
v1arn-u.p. There Has no difference in effects betHeen any of 
the warm-up activities except that the hot shm-1er was not as 
effective as the other three. 
An interesting study was conducted by Schvartz and 
Tarnir ( 1971). Tv.1enty-seven sedentary men \-Jere separated 
into an experimental group and tvw control groups. One 
control group jogged three days a lveek for eight weeks v·:hile 
the other control group did nothing. The experimental group 
performed ten minutes of calisthenics three times a week for 
eight weeks. These consisted of jumping jacks, arm circles, 
burpees, trunk t-vJisters, side bending, and toe touchers. In 
tests on hand grip strength, knee extension stl"•ength, body 
reaction time to a stimulus, body movement time as dete:i:'mined 
by the time :t t takes to move across a line forty centimetel"S 
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away, and muscular enduranc<9 as determined by the maximum 
number of push-ups performed, there was no difference betv-1een 
the groups on any measure . 
In sununary, flexibility appears to be totally 
independent of anthropometric measures, somatotypes, and 
limb length. Rather than being a gene1:•fll cha.racteristi c of 
the ent i re body, flexibility is specific to the joints. The 
major limiting factors appear to be involved with the elas-
ticlty of the surrounding tissues. Active people t end to be 
more flexible than sedentary people. Flexibility has been 
shOl·m to i mprove for those individuals who participate in 
stretching exorcises. Flexibility exerciGes have not been 
shot-~n to improve :-unning performances. It appears that there 
is little or no difference between the two most widely used 
stretching techniques, static and ballistic, as far as gains 
in flexibility. Specific flexibility exercises will improve 
flexibility in specific joints. 
ANAEROBIC CAPACITY AND INTERVAL TRAINING 
Anaerobic processes are those proces s es capable of 
supplying muscular activity with energy without the presence 
of oxygen. In discussions by Margaria (1933, 1966, and 1967) 
and Hermansen (1969 ) we see that · t he mechanical energy in 
muscle contractions is provided by the splitting of the 
chemical substance adenosine triphos phate (ATP) into 
adenosine diphosphate and phosphat e . It is also accompanied 
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by tho splitting of creatine phosphate (CP) to provide the 
ATP necessary for the first reaction to take placo. A 
steady state of exercise is achieved when the rate of 
splitting of ATP and CP is equal to its resynthesis. The 
resynthesis process is accompanied by a glycogen breakdown 
called glycolosis. In the presence of oxygen, glycogen is 
broken down into pyruvic acid, carbon dioxide, wate1, 1 and 
energy. The production of a subs tan co cs.lled lactic acid is 
inhibited. When the rate of exercise begins to exceed the 
steady state, the oxygen demand may be greater than the 
oxygen supply to the cells. This demand is knoHn as the 
oxygen debt. The oxygen debt has been sho\-Jn to· have tvJO 
components: lactacid, l.-Jhen there is a proportional increase 
in lactic acid in the blood, and alactacid \-Jhen no increase 
in blood lactate is found. The alactacid debt is paid 
thirty times as fast as the lactacid debt. It also appears 
to increase linearly with an increase in metabolic rate to a 
maximum of 2-2.5 liters of oxygen debt. They felt that 
since lactic acid will not form for the first fifteen 
seconds of an intense exercise that leads to exhaustion, they 
could assume that the alactacid mechanism is the anaerobic 
source of energy. The alactacid oxygen debt was theorized 
to be a process where the energy liberated is spent repaying 
the amount of energy set free anaerobically during muscular 
contraction. The resynthesis of phosphagen will absorb the 
energy that is liberated by the processes going on in the 
alactacid mechanism. It was also pointed cut by Hargal"ia 
that maximLUn anae1•obic pm-ter, which includes the alactacid 
oxygen debt, depends on intrinsic chemical and energetic 
conditions of the muscle during activity. 
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Different types of mus'cle fiber have been identified 
by DeVries (1966) and Gollnick, ~~mstrong , Saubert, Piehl, 
and Sal tin ( 1972). Fast twitch white fibers , slovJ t\-Ji tch 
red fibers, and an intermediate fiber t>Jhich has been called 
fast t\·Jitch red have been identified. Red fibers appeared 
much darker due to larger amounts of muscle hemoglobin vlhich 
indicates high oxidative capacity. These red fibers appear 
to be better suited for slow powerful cpntractions as in 
aerobic work. The fast ttdtch fibers appeared to have a 
higher glycolytic capacity but loHer ox:tdative capacity. 
These .findings are supported by Peter, Jeffress, and Lamb 
(1968) and Faulkner (1968), who stated that since the fast 
trlitch muscles have a limited blood supply, their energy 
must be supplied by phosphocreatine or by anaerobic patht-~ays. 
Faulkner also states that speed wor>lc and rapid movement 
exercises will result in selective recruitment of the faster 
fibers and the appropriate motor units. Thus, the ability 
to coodinate new•omuscular patterns is important in muscular 
work. In the study by Gollnik et al., mentioned earlier, 
muscle samples of the vastus lateralis and deltoid muscle 
wore examined for twenty-six untrained and forty-eight 
trained subjects. The mean percentage of slow twitch fibers 
was higher in the muscles of those s ubjects who participated 
in endurance activities. Both slm·J twitch a."lu fast t witch 
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fibe.rs were largm" i n the tr11ined subjects . Hnscle glycogen 
concentration and o.xida·ti ve capacity vll.l.S higher for the 
trained subjects. 
Research s:i.milar to Faulkner 's ideas on neuromotor 
coordination had been carried out by Henry ru1d Rogers (1960 ). 
They felt that perfo~mance of acts of skill involves a 
neuromoto1• memo1 ... y which can be improved by experience and 
practice. It is this store o.f unconscious motor memory 
which controls the neura.l patterns for specific well-
coordinated skills, In the absence of an available stored 
program, an unlearned complex skill Hould be awk\-Iard and 
poorly performed. 
Hinds (1967) predicted that anaerobic training Hill 
increase an athlete's maxirmun tolcl"able level of lactic acid 
produ~tion and reduce the tbne in whi ch fatigue will occur. 
He postulated that twenty seconds of anaerobic activity 
would be sufficient but an interval time of rest should be 
betHeen one and one half minutes long because that is when 
the cardiovascular system gets its workout. He and Stanley 
(1973) feel that during recovery the stroke volwne of the 
heart increases to maintain the oxygen in the blood which is 
necessary for absorption by the working cells. As far as 
exercising the different flber types, CounsiJ.man (1976) felt 
that in order to work the fast twitch fibers, exercising at 
high resistance at fe.st speeds would be most beneficial. 
Thus, sprinting 1~ould be cons idered excellent to work the 
fast tl-J~.tch fibers and increase them in size and strength. 
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Rob:tnson and Harmon (1941) attempted to improve the 
lacts.cid mechanism in nine Wltrained males. Four running 
t·JOrkouts a week Here conducted over a period of s:tx months. 
Pace and speed l-10!'k \-Jere performed two of the days Hith over 
distance runni~g on the day in between. One day was 
utilized for five and ten minute rlUls after vJhich blood 
lactate was recorded. The lactic acid l evels did not change 
but the tolerance of them increased as a result of training. 
It allowed the men to increase their ability to do exhaus-
tive work. In their study of six non-athletic students ovor 
a period of six months, Knehr, Dill, and Neufield (1942) 
also folUld that their subjects showed an increased tolerance 
for lactate. Track work was conducted three times a week, 
and subj~cts were studied at rest twice a month and at work 
twice a Heek on a treadmill. In addition to increased 
lactate tolerance, there Has an increase in maximum oxygen 
uptake along with an increase in the transport of oxygen to 
the tissues during work. Kjellberg, Rudhe, and Sjostrand 
( 19!~9) measured hemoglobin counts of trained men and women 
and compared them to those of untrained men and women. The 
trained subjects, who participated in running, soccer, 
skiing, canoe paddling , bicycling, and gJ~nnastics, had a 
significantly higher count than the untra ined subjects. 
Rohter, Rochelle, and Hyman (1963) incorporated e. thirteen 
Heek training program for six st-limmers. 'I' here \-J as also a 
control group of six subjec·ts who did nothlng. Blood flow 
vJas tested prior to training and after the thil"teen weeks. 
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For those in the experimental group , ther e was a great 
increase in blood flow during exercise after the t raining . 
These few studies 1-wuld seem to indicate that training can 
increas e the capacity for oxygena tion by increasing the 
amount of oxygen made available to the Horking ti ssues during 
exercise. When Christensen, Hedman, and Saltin (1960) 
compared intermittent and continuous work on a ·tx•eadmill, i ·t 
wa.s dis covered that in.terro.ittent \.Jork could be done with 
only a slight increase in blood lactate, possibly due to the 
alactacid mechanism. Continuous work r esulted in a maximL~ 
blood l actate value and an approach of the ma.xin1um oxygen 
consumption value. Margaria, Cerretelli, Massari, Torelli, 
and di Prampcro (1963) also studied men running inter-
mittently on a treadmill at exhaustion pace. They found that 
l a ctic acid does not appear if the exercise is of short 
duration, 10-1.5 seconds, and that the lactB.cid mechanism 
comes into play only when the al actacid mechanism is 
exhausted. The alactacid processes appear to be charac-
terized by a release of free enex-gy. Studies by K>''lttttgen 
( 1962) and Margaria, Corretelli, and 1~1ang:i.ll ( 196L~) supported 
these results. 
A:n interesting study by Cunningham a.."ld Faulkner 
(1969) was conducted to determine the effect of training on 
aerobic and anaerobic metabolism. Eight males participated 
in a five day per vJeek training program l'o:t' nix we eks . The 
program cons is ted of dayr. of 220 yard interval sprints 
a lternating vJith days of distance runs of tt--10 miles . Tho 
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amount of energy in the aer•obic processes vms determined by 
the oxygen uptake during a short exhaustive run on a tread-
mill. Anaerobic energy l~as represented by the difference 
between resting and post test blood l actate levels and by the 
total oxygen debt incurred. They were tested before trnlning 
and afterHards . After training, maximum o~·ygen uptake was 
significantly incr•eased as Has the oxygen debt. Post 
exercise blood lactate concentration also increased. There 
was no change in oxygen uptake during the first thirty 
seconds of the short exhaustive run vJhich ind:l.cates that the 
cardiovascular adjustments that become condtioned by 
repeated trials at the same tc.sk are highly task specific. 
The change from t1•::d.ning after a v-m.rm.-up and then level 
running to the test situation with no Harm-up on a treadnli.ll 
grade of 20% could accou.nt for this effect., They also felt 
that the increases in oxygen uptake during latter stages of 
the run, in blood l actate concentration, and in oxygen debt , 
indicate an increase in ATP production and an increase in 
glycolytic capacity. 
Hore research on interval running and i"t;s effects on 
metabolic energy sources was conducted by Fox, Robinson , and 
\'liegman (1969) and Hollering (PhD 1971). In the earlier 
study, six trained men ran continuously on a treadmill until 
exhausted. Blood l actate and lactacid oxygen debts were 
measured. They then performed interval running on the tread-
mill, rurLYling for 10-60 seconds and then r·esting for 20··150 
seconds. The lactacid oxygen debt a.Yld blood l a ctate l eveJ.s 
~-Jere significantly lovJer in tho subjects after interval 
running. They felt that this could be due to compensation 
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by proportional increases in energy supplied by the alactacid 
me chanism during the r es t intervals. In Hollering's study, 
four males worked out three days a vJ eek on a treadmill and 
both lactacid and alactacid mechanisms demonstrated increased 
energy contributions. 
Schreiber ( 1973) measured anaerobic povJor in fifty-
one varsity college athletes by the time it takes to 
vertically raise the body 1.045 meters. Two athletes each 
from soccer, football, basketball, i~restling, gymnastics , and 
cross country were given blood lactate tests. After eight 
Heeks of participat ion and practice in their respective 
sports, enaerobic power increased significantly for all 
subjects except those in basketball. There was also an 
increase in blood lactate concentration. Shaver (1975) used 
the same test, the ability to vertically raise the body 1.2 
meters, on thirty untrained men. They were tested for times 
at 100 y ards, 220 yards, 440 yards, 880 ya1~ds, one mile, tvlO 
miles, and three miles in an attempt to find a correlation 
betvJeen anaerobic work capacity and these dis ·~ances . A 
significant correlation was discovered between their running 
performances at 100, 220, and ~40 yards and anaerobic 
capacity. 
Parnat , Viru, ~~d Nurmekivi (1975) tested the 
a.....~aerobic work capacity of' eighteen middle and long distance 
runners on a bicycle ergometer . Ha.ximum oxygen debt, blood 
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lactate uccwaulatlon, respiration quotient, and excess 
carbon dioxide during exercise were measured. '£hey concluded 
that; the anaerobic Hark capacity of all the subjects l-JRS 
increased due to the runners engaging in uphill runs and in 
maximum speed races Hi th t·Jhort intervals of rest. 
'l'he benefits of interval training as relates to 
ilnproving aerobic capacity has been demonstrated in some of 
the above studies but more need to be mentioned. Fox, 
Bartels , Billings , MatheHs , Bason , and Webb (1973) studied 
the intensity and distance effects of interval training 
programs e.nd the resultant changes in aerobic power as 
measured by maximwn oxygen uptake. \·lith twenty-three 
subjects , three programs t-Jere implemented: ( 1) high inten-
sity shor·t-distance , (2) lot-J intensity long-distance, and 
(3) a combination of the two. The subjects trained for five 
days a 'tJeek for seven and one half weeks. The training was 
track rurming to~ith walking during the intervals. At the end 
of the program, significant increases in m~ximum oxygen 
uptake volumes rJere noted. There was no significant 
difference betvzeen eroups . Knuttgen, Nordejo, Ollander, and 
Saltin (1973) observed the effects of interval training on a 
bicycle ergometer . Group 1 with tt.zenty subjects exercised 
for fifteen seconds and then rested for fifteen seconds. 
Group 2 t-lith nine subjects exercised for three minutes and 
then rested for thrGe minutes. Both groups exercised three 
days a vJeek for tHo months. A third group of eight did 
nothing for one month and then for the second month went 
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throu~h the same program as Grou.p 2. All three groups 
shovJed a significant increase in maximum oxygen uptake as 
Hell as a decrease in heart rate during su0ma:x.imal exercise. 
'fhere was no difference between groups . A similar study by 
F'ox, Bartels, Billings, Nathews, Bason, and O'Brien (197.5) 
bore out the same results. A significant increase in maxi-
mum oxygen uptake vJas noted for forliy-nine subjects after 
interval training. Heart rate decrease during submax.im.al 
exercise was also noted. 
Swnmar..Y. 
In conclusion, it appears that anaerobic capacity is 
made up of tHo mechanisms whenever work of maximLUn intensity 
is involved. These are the lactacid mecha...'1ism and the 
alactacid mechanism. The alactacid mechanism supplies the 
energy in anaerobic v1ork for the first 1.5-20 seconds of 
anaerobic 1-10rk. There is no increase in blood lactate until 
the alactacid mechanism is exhausted. An oxygen debt of 
approximately 2-2 .5 liters will be contracted before the 
lactacid processes come into play. The alactacid process 
involves a liberation of energy that repays the amount of 
energy set free during muscular work. When the lactacid 
n1echanism begins to supply the energy for anaerobic work, 
lactic acid forms and rises until exhaustion prevails. 
There also appears to be different types of fibers 
in muscles. The fast twitch fibers have a poor oxygen 
supply, but a high glycolytic capacity which indicates that 
these are the primary muscles involved in anaerobic Hork. 
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They arc i!r:ol ved ln quicl<: contractions and mus t be supplied 
energy via the anaerobic patl'mays . rrraining appears to 
lnc:caease the glycolytic capacity of these fibers. Training 
has also been sho\-m to increase maximum oxygen uptake, blood 
lactate tolerance, and oxygen transport to working muscles. 
Training has also had an effect on ne uromuscular coordination. 
Neuromotor memory and selective recrui·~Jment of proper motor 
units Hhlch are essentia l to performing acts of skill appear 
to be facilitated by experience and practice \-Jhich is l-lhat 
training provides. 
Interval trali1i ng appears to be an effective means 
of achieving the above results. It appears to increase the 
e f ficiency o.f both anaerobic mechanisms which could in turn 
i mprove the individual chemica l properties of muscles during 
'Horko Interval tra ining has also been shown to increase 
aerobic capacity as measured by maximum oxygen uptake. 
One final study that could have a bearing on 
predicting final results of this study was conducted by 
Dintiman (PhD 1964) • He tested the effects of various 
training programs on running speed. He divided 145 subjects 
into four groups. Group 1 received ·Height training exer-
cises, · flexibility exercises, and sprint training. Group 2 
received weight training and sprint training. Group 3 
received flexibility exercises and sprint training. Group 4 
received sprint train i ng only. The sprint traini ng consisted 
of 75 yard and 150 yard runs at thrse quarters speed with 
some long distance \-JOl'ked in~ Repetitions of 25 yard dashes 
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Hi th intervals l·lEl.S also included. The flexibility training 
consisted of static stretching in flexion and extension 
mover.1.ents of various joints. Results showed that afte1~ a 
six ueek tratning program all groups improved running speed, 
but there vias no significant difference in effects between 
gr•oups 2, 3, and 4. Group 1 improved significantly more 
than the others. This vJOuld indicate that sprint tra ining 
by itself is just as successful in improving running speed 
as when flexibility exercises are added. 
Chapter 3 
RESEARCH HETHODOLOGY 
The pu."l;"pose of this study t-Jas to deter">IDine the 
1'01ationship of relaxation and flexibility to sprinting 
speeds at short distanCt'}. This -v1as accomplished aft ex• 
implornenta.tion of three training pl'ograms for four t.zeeks. 
SOURCES OF DATA 
The subjects \.Jere high school me.les a ged 1!~-19 years. 
'rhey }Jere enrolled in tho first fou.r periods of physical 
education during the Spring of 19'/6 at F'ranklin High School 
in Stockton, Ca. Each period was stratified into classes of 
sophomores, juniors, and seni or•s. ~rl1G subjects in each 
class Here a~:!signGd numbers and those numbers t.Jere placed in 
a hat for stratified r andom. sampling with replacement . Eight 
sophomores , eight juniors, and eight senlox•s wero selectGd 
as tJl.? invited sample from each period. The invitGd sample 
.-,..---
tots.lled 96 subjects. Ont of this_, the accepting sample was 
68 subjects . The loss in subjects I·Ias due to decisions by 
the students themselves not to po.r•ticipate . ThG actua l data-
producing subjects nun1bered thirty -one. Drop outs from the 
accepting sample was again due to students not vJishing to 
participate in the stu.dy, and also due to excesu5.v o absence. 
A personal 1nfo~nation sheet was designed by the investigator 
tul<~ given to each subject in order to determine size 
difference, class, age, and other pertinent information. A 
copy of the sheet is included in Appendix C. 
INSTRln·lENT FOR DATA COLLECTION 
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A 20 yard dash·, a 50 yard dash, and a 100 yard dash, 
timed by three stopwatches, \~ere used to collect data on 
running speed. The ·vzatches, Hi th accuracy to one-tenth of a. 
second , were three Doro 7- jeweled stopvtatches. These Hatches 
ivere used in pre-training testing. In testing after• 
training, one of the Do1~o Hatches Has used in addition to 
tHo Hanhart Premier 7- j eweled Hatches. 
Reli_abj.li~y_of t£~Jlls_trumenli 
Reliability of the stop1-~atches vJas established by 
sta.Pting and stoppJ.ng them. simultaneously. Prior to the 
test before training, the t-Jatches v1ere tested against each 
other tvdce 1-1i th a running time of three minutes and once 
v1i th a running time of one mi!lute. Prior to testing after 
training, the v1atches Here tested agains t er:1ch other tl"l..ree 
'times Hith a rurming time of thirt·y seconds. 'l'he results of 
the reliability test are listed in TabJ.o 1. From the teats 
it was apparent that a ll tiatches \JOUld be reliable and con-
sistently give the same times. 
PROCEDURE FOR COLLEC'l1ING ~rilE DATA 
Each subject 1-1as timed at a 20 yard run, a 50 yard 
run, and a 100 yard run once each day for a tHo day testing 
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Table J. 
RESULTS OJ? INS r.rRUJYlEN'r RELIABILI:~Y TES 1fS 
-- ----·-----··., ... ·--·-·-.:.·----.. --· ... --
------- ~--- ----~ ·--------·-- -·---· 
Rwming time 
/ min. vlatch Time Hatch Tilne Difference 
-- ··- --.... "-
3 l 3 : 00.L~ 2 3 : 00 o6 .2 
3 2 3:00 . 4 3 3:00 . 1-J-
3 3 3:00.2 1 3:00 .2 
3 1 3:00 2 3:: 00~lt ·4 
3 2 3:00.1 3 3:00.1 
3 3 3: 00 . 4 1 3:00.2 . 2 
1 1 1:00.5 2 1: 00.5 
1 2 1:00.) 3 1: 00.3 
1 3 1: 00 . 6 1 1:00.6 
]._ 1 30.2 2 30.2 2 
1. 2 30.0 3 30~0 2 
]-_ 3 30.0 1 30.0 2 
],_ 
2 1 29.9 2 29.9 
],_ 2 30.0 3 30.0 2 
],_ 
2 3 30o4 J. 30 .1-J-
1 
li 1 30.7 2 30.? 
1 2 30.1 3 30.1 2 
1 
2 3 30.8 1 30.8 
---
___ .._,.. ________ __._.,._ ___ .,. 
period. 'l'he best mean seore for each run Has l'ecordod . 'rhe 
t esting took place on a dirt track at Franklin High School . 
Follmving tes ting , a training progr am vJas intl"oduced three 
days a \->leek for four v.J eeks . At the end of the program the 
s ubjects were again tested in the same manner as in the pre-
training testi ng . The trai ning programs consis ted o£ 
progressive relaxation training , flexibility exercises , and 
sprint training . 
The fil"st fom .. periods of boys physical education 
classes pepr•esented the four groups of the study. Period 1 
was Group A and received flexibtlity exercises and sprint 
training . Group A. cons isted of seven subjects of 'l.·Jhich two 
were sophomores, three l·lere juniors , and tHo were seniors . 
Period 2 was Group B and received r e l axation training and 
sprint training . It consist e d of six subjects of which there 
were two s ophomores, one junior, and three seniors . Period 3 
was Group C and received sprint training only . This group 
was made up of eleven subjects of t.Jhich f our vJere sophomores , 
t'.·W v1ere junior s, and five tv ere seniors . Period 4 was Group 
D and received r e l axation tra ining , flexibil ity exercises, 
and sprint training in that order. There Here tt.J o sopho-
~ores, four juniors 1 and one senior to make up a total of 
seven for Group D. Sp1•int training lvas a ll-Jays administered 
l as t and progr essive r elaxation v1as always administered f'irst . 
Sprint training Has a cons t ant v ar i able for all groups so 
Gr oup C served as the control group . Sprint t raining tvas 
j ustif iabl e in that the investigat or• Has looking for sn 
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interaction bet'\-Jcon flexibility , relaxation, and running 
speed.. rrhrou.ghou.t training and testing the subjects parti-
eipated ln their regular phy-sical education classes tvJO days 
a week. These activities consisted of softball, volleyball, 
swimmlng, archery, badminton, and frisbee. 
1'e~':.G P.~C2_cedu!22 
Prior to any testing , subjects Harmed up by jogging 
a lap, perfor111ing fifteen jumping j acks , and engaging in two 
stretching exercises. One exercise was a toe-touching 
stretch Hhlch vJas performed statically twice . This l-Jas done 
in order to stretch the extensor muscles of the hip , the 
flexor muscles of the knee, and the extenso1~ muscles of t[l..e 
back . The other exercise 1r:as the \vell-knm-Jn rmrdlers 
stretch. Each leg was stretched one time in order to stretch 
the extensor and flexor muscles of the hip , knee, and back. 
It also stretched the outl·mrd rotator muscles of the hip and 
the muscles that invert the ankle . In testing after training, 
Groups B and D, which Here the groups that r eceived progres-
sive relaxation training, Here verbally ins tructed to take a 
couple of deep breaths , relax, and go limp. 'l'he deep 
breathing Has the initiation cue that was taught during 
training. Subjects attempting to relax did so after the 
warm--up and prior to being tested. 
On Hondo.y each subject was tested for time at a 20 
yard dash, a 5o yard dash, and a 100 ym•d dash in that order . 
Each subject started out of start i ng blocks for each r un . 
1£he blocks Here sot at the aame posl tion, left foot at the 
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12 mark and richt foot at the 21 mark , for both pre-training 
and post-training testing. This setting a1lm·Jed for a 
medium-high start which Stock (1962 ) discovered facilitated 
speed a t 20 and 50 yards nignificantly better Hhon compared 
with other starts. The subjects ran a lone in orde r to 
eliminate the competitive factor. Each subject received 
identical instructions from the investigator· on t e chniques 
of sprint starting out of the blocks. 
A starter and t\·Jo timers were chosen by the investi-
gator for assistance in testing. The timers and starters 
were the same people as much as possible during all testing 
in order to prevent additional variables from influencing 
times . It t~as felt that the speed with vJhich subjects 
reacted to the starting signal 1r1as not related to their 
speed of movement . Studies by Lotter (1960 ) and Hodgkins 
(1963) support this idea . The cadence for the start was, 
"On your mark •••• set •••• gal" At the same time the starter 
said go , he dropped his arm. The three watches WOl"e starte d 
on the drop of the starters arm. Tl·JO timers were si tt1ated 
at one s ide of the finish line vihile the investigator Has on 
the othe r side. As soon as ru1y part of the runner's body 
crossed the line the Ha tches vJero stopped. The average \-las 
taken of the three times and tvas recorded as the score for 
a particular run. If a time averaged out to be 3.L~5 , then 
the time was recorded as 3 .;; -. - If a time vJas 3 .ll-4, then it 
was aver aged out to 3 .l~. U sinr.; three timers h elped to 
eliminate the human error factor in the t i.ming . After every 
s ubject was timed in the 20 yard dash, the timers moved out 
to ,50 yards. The same procedure l-Jas follm-Jed at .50 yards 
and then aga:ln at 100 yards. The amount of rest time for 
each sub ject betHeen rtms \-Jas the arnount of time it took to 
test the entire class on a particular run. Tl-JO days later 
tho subjects were all tested again in the same manner as 
befor•e . 1'he best times from both day s at each distance weJ•e 
t aken as the subject's best mean score. The same procedure 
vias follm·Jed for• testing after training. Subjects who missed 
s. test day made it up the folloHing day. 
~·iOmE:chani.cs of Running 
In a discussion by \-Tells (1971) the mechanical 
principles of running are investigated . He sta ·tes tha·li 
economy of effort is essential for efficient running. The 
crouching start out of the blocks alloHs the runner to exert 
maximum horizontal fo1 ... ce by allovJing him to use maximum 
ankl e , knee, and hip extension, by allowing the foot to push 
horizontally agains t a surface , and by putting the legs in a 
horizontal position. Wells also states that acceleration is 
proportional to the force producing it. It can be increased 
by the poHer of the leg drive and by full extension at the 
knee joint at the end of the drive phase. Lat eral movements 
of arms and legs should be eliminated and all movement should 
bo lifted directly upHard a:nd forHard. By flexing the leg 
at the knee and c r~rrying the heel high under the hip dul'•ing 
the r ecovery phase , the leg is moved 1n.ore rapidly. ~·/ells 
also felt that internal resistance caused by tlght muscles, 
L2 
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ligaments, and fe.scle could be reduced by stretching 
exercises. 
Jrunes and Brubaker ( 1973) break running doHn into 
distinct phases called the support phase and the recovery 
phase. In the support phase the foot strikes the ground 
ahead of the body and at zero velocity in re~ation to tho 
ground. Hip extension and inertia carry the body over the 
foot. The center of gravity is at a lm~ point during 
rnidsupport and at a high polnt just after take-off. 
Midsupport is characterized by knee and hip flexion and 
ankle dorsifl exion. Take-off or t he drive phase , is charnc-
terized by hip and knee extension and by plantar flexion at 
the ar.tkl e . The recovery phase Hould be the follow through 
with a forward swing and foot descent. 
Using a kinesiological analysis out of Hells' (1971) 
material, the movements ce.n be identified as ~~ell as the 
musculature involved in rurming. At the ankle the movement 
is dorsiflexion in midsupport followed by plantar flexion in 
the drive phase. At the knee joint, flexion occurs at 
midsupport folloHed by extension at the drive phase. At the 
hip, there is flexion at midsupport Hhlch becomes forceful 
extension at the drive phase . The muscles -vwrklng at the 
tri-axial shoulder joint m•e also important to consider ln 
rwming since the arm SHing counter balances the twist of the 
pelvis and any l ateral motion in ar•m movements will detract 
from overall speed. The movements involved ar•e flexton and 
extension at the shoulder joint. Along with these movements 
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the 3Cupul::t \·dll rots.te upHards and dovmHards . The 
reln.xatio::l 0xerciscs and the flexibility exe:r.>c i ses were 
desigrl8d in order t o directly involve the musculature which 
is conn6c t. ed H:L th ru..n.ning and also t o exercise ligament s , 
tendons, and surrounding tiss ues of the joints mentioned 
above . The follo!tdng section can be r efe1•red t o for a 
breakdm-Jn of the kines iological movements a ccording to their 
musculatl!..l"e o It aJ.so can be used as a reference vlhen 
describing the kines iological movements involved in the 
re l e.xation tr•aining ru::td in the flex ibility exercises. 
HtJ.scular Breakdm·m of Klnesiological Novements 
In order to understand the muscula ture involved in 
va rious movements at s pecific joints, the follm-s :ing list Has 
compiled for reference to rela.""<ation and flexibility 
exe!'cises. 
Ankle : f l exion-tib:l.alis anterior, extensor digitorum longus, 
peroneus tertius, extensor dig i tox•um brevi s, extensor 
hallucis longus , extension- tibialis posteri or , flexor digi-
torum longus end brevis , gastrocnenu us , soleus , peroneus 
brevis and longus, flexor ha llucis l ongus , plantar flexors 
of foot , eversion- peroneus longus , brevis, and t ertius, 
outside portion of extensor digi torurn l ongus , inversion-
tibiali s antEn~i or and p os tePior, flexo1~ digitorum longus and 
hallucis longus. 
Knee : flexion-biceps femoris , semimembranosus , ae;niten-
doi.1osus , sartorius, g r a cilis , popli t ens, gastrocnemius , 
ex tons ion-l''Cctus f emor•is, v as tus intermecUus , l a teralis , an<l 
medialis. 
HiP,: flexion-tensor fasciae latae, rectus femoris , psoas, 
iliacus, sartorius, pectineus, gracilis, adductor longus, 
brevis, and minim.us, extension-gluteus maxlmus , biceps 
f emoris , semitendonosus, semimembranosus , adductor magnus , 
abduction-gluteus medius, minimus 1 and pa:c>t of the gluteus 
ma.xi!'nus, tensor fasciae latae, adduction-adductor longus, 
brevis, minimus, and masnus, gracilis, pectineus , part of 
the gluteus ma.x:imus, outHard rotation-6 deep outward 
rotators, gluteus maximus, im.Jard rota tion-gluteus medius 
and minimus, adductor magnus, tensor fasciae latae. 
Lumbar. Spine _and Thoracic portion: flexion-rectus abdominis, 
external S..."'ld j_nternal obliques, psoas, ext ens ion-psoas, 
erector spinae , semispinalis thoracis, deep posterior spinal 
muscles, l ateral flexion-all muscles listed for flexion and 
ext ension and including the quadratus lumborum, rotation-
internal and external obliques, erector spinae , semispinalis 
thoracis, and the deep posterior spinal muscles . 
Head ru~d Neck: flcxion-prevertebral , hyoids , scalenis, 
sternocleidomastoid; extension-splenus capitis, splonus 
cel"Vicls, erector spinae , suboccipitals , semispinalis 
cervicis and capitis, lateral flexion-prevertobrc-,1 , scalenis , 
sternocleidomastoid, levator scapulae, splenus capitis and 
cervicis, suboccipitals, erector spinae, sendspinalis 
cervicis and capitis, rotation-sternocleidomastoid, splenus 
capitis and cervicis, suboccipitals, erector spinae, and 
semispinalis capl!cis and cervicis . 
Shoulder: flexion--pectoralis majo1• , coracobrachialis; 
antt;,J:•ior deltoid, biceps, extension·-lati[lsimus dorsi, teres 
major, long head of triceps, lower fibers of the pectoralis 
major, posterior deltoid, horizontal flexion-same as the 
shoulder f'lexors but also including the subscapularis , hori.:. 
z.ontal extensors-middle deltoid , latissimus dorsi , teres 
major, posterior deltoid, infraspinatus, teres minor , 
adduction-latissimus dorsi , teres major, long head of the 
triceps, lovler fibers of the pectoralis major , coraco-
brachialis, biceps, abduction-middle deltoid, supraspinatus, 
long head of the biceps , posterior deltoid, inward rotation-
latissimus dorsi, teres major , pectoralis major , coraco-
brachialis, ru.1.tc1'ior deltoid, subscapul aris, outward 
rotation-posterior deltoid, infraspinatus , teres minor. 
§.c.ap.'-~:!:.9: (or shoulder girdle ): adduc tion-levator scapulae, 
trapezius II, III, ru1d IV, rhomboids, abduction-pectoralis 
minor, serratus anterior, upt-Jard rotation-serratus anterior, 
trapezius II and IV, dovm~Jard rotation-pectoralis minor, 
levator scapulae, rhomboids. 
REIJAX.ATION TRAIUING 
Groups B and D r•eceived identical relaxation 
training instructions . Relaxation training t-Jas ahw.ys 
conducted f'ir st and then Has follovJed by flexibill ty 
exercises and sprint tl•aining in that order. The :r:>olaxation 
training cons i sted of' tea ching progress ive relaxation after 
a t echnique f'iPst initlated by J acobson in 1938. Validity 
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of this program Ha~ este.blished by concurrent validity. The 
exact format used in this 3tudy involved the same basic 
principles as Jacobson used with a few small variations made 
by the Pacific Biofeedback Center. Tlus particul ar technique 
has been proven a valid method in teaching progressive 
relaxation by Hatheson (197.5). It involved teaching the 
subject muscular relaxation by comparing and contrasting 
tension and relaxation in major muscle groups until the 
subject could learn to recognize tension and voluntarily 
reduce it. Subjects attempted to become proficient enough 
in self initiation of relaxation so tha:t the technique could 
be applied to stress situations . An audio tape of relaxation 
instructions Has prepared by the investigator and played to 
both gx•oups recej_vlng relaxation training. This l-Ias to 
insure th:o>.t both groups received iden·cical instructions. 
The relaxation pl"ocess generally takes beti-Ieen 20 and 30 
rrdnutes but due to a time limit the process bad to be 
shortened. The first seven sessions lasted tHelve minutes 
while the training session was shortened to nine minutes for 
the last five periods. 
Tl"aining ·jjook place on \vres tling mats in the 
\vrestling room at Franklin High School. The room temperature 
Has comfortable, the lights were out, and subjects vJel'e 
allcHed to relax anyHhere in the room~ All subjects Here in 
a prone position and Here instructed to close their eyes. 
Deep b1•eathing '\.·Jas :performed by the subjects dtu•ing vax•ious 
parts o:f the relaxation process in or del" to introduce it as 
o. r e J.uxat ion initiation cue. Tension 1·18.S initiated by 
static and isometric contra ctions of the various muscle 
groups followed by verbal inst;ructions to relax the musc l e s 
sloVIly. The sequence of practice involved: 
A. Tension- relaxation of the following muscle 
g1~oups : 
1 . Plantar flexors of the a nlde by !)ointing the 
toes m-1ay from the body . 
2 . Dorsal flexors of the a nkle by pointing the 
toes to-v1ards the head. 
3. The quadricep muscles, extensors of the 
knee , were set by statically contracting 
them. 
i~ . Extensors and f l exors of the knee and hip by 
placing one leg over the othEn', pushing 
dmm l.sith the l eg on top , and pushing up 
Hith the bottom leg . The l egs Here t hen 
aHitched in position . 
5. Gluteus maximus by ustng the butt ocks to 
"pick up a p enny . " 
6 . Trunk f l exors by flattening the lm-Jer back 
against the mat and fol'c EJfully nucking the 
s tomach in. 
7 . Trunk ext ensors by arching the lmwr ba c k . 
8 . Shoulder' e:ct enscr s by supinating t he hands 
against the mat and pushing dm·m Hith thcr11. . 
9. Shoulder flex01,s by sliding the hands 
w1derneath the buttocks and pushing up 
t.Jith them. 
10. Facial muscles by squinting the eyes and 
wrinkling the nose. 
11. Head and neck flexors by raising the chin to 
the chest. 
12. Head and neck extensors by pushing the back 
of the head against the mat . 
B. Deep breathing accompanying the tension-
relaxation procedure. 
Each contraction- relaxation exercise was performed 
t\-Iice . Subjects were observed by the investigator as to 
t!:.eir levels of tension and relaxation. On occasion, some 
subjects fell asleep . \Vhen the t ape ended, subjects were 
instructed, by the tape, to totally relax, t ake some deep 
breaths, and sit up whenever they felt ready. The same 
procedure v1as used at all times for both groups receiving 
rel~~ation training. 
FLEXIBILITY TRAINING 
Validity of this program Has also establ i s hed by 
concurrent validity. Studies by DeVries (Phd 1961 and 1963) 
and Holt, Travis, and Oldta ( 1970) establish validity for 
the flexibility program. Group A and Group D received 
flexibility exercises as part of their traini ng . These 
exercises ·were al so perfo:t>med on mats in the vJrestling r oom 
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at J:t,ranklin High . Tho exerci ses Here selected accoi'ding to 
their kinesiological signi ficance in running. Sti•etching 
exer cises were chosen to work all the joints and in parti-
cul ar the tri-axial joints. Each exercise ·Has performed 
statically and ballistically . All stretching performed from 
a s t anding pos ition v1as done first follm·Jed by those vlhich 
involved being performed from prone or sitting positions on 
the mats . Each of the six standing exercises vJas performed 
once and then they were aJ.l repeated again. 'l'he same was 
tl"'ue of the five exercises performed in the prone or sitting 
position . The investigator participated in all exercises 
with both gr oups and gave the exercise cadence 'tvhi ch ·Has, 
. - . . 
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Husic , as requested by the subjects, was played during 
stretching t o create an enjoyabl e atmosphere . The muscles 
being stretched were those tha t were antagonistic to the 
movement being performed. The follmving is a list of the 
exercises , their kinesiological movements, and the antag-
onistic movements involved in the order in which they lvel"'e 
performed: 
1. From a s t anding position , the arms a re hori-
zontally outstretched from the side and rotated outlJard . 
They are then brought in front of the body , still out- . 
stretched, and rotat ed imvard. The agonist ic and 
antagonistic movements are inv1a rd and outward rotation of 
the shoulder joint. 
2 . Hi th t he ar:ns extended out from the s ide and the 
elbo-v1s bent , the arms are t hy•unt backwards. ThG movemGnt 
is horizontal extensi on and the antagonistic movemen·t; is 
horizontal flexion. 
3. Ten pop-ups or toe raisGs Hith the arms thrust 
vert;ica lly upv-mrd a t the same time . The movement at the 
ankle is plantar flex ion and at t he shoulder joint it is 
flexion toHards hyporflexion . This is the only exercise 
that vias performed ballisticall y and not statically. 
so 
4.. vii th th0 l egs spread slightly more than shoulder 
width and the hands on the hips 1 bend the tru..l'lk forv-1ard; to 
the right side , backwards , and to the left side . Each 
movement tvas performed on cadence . The agonistic and 
antagonistic movements being performed aro flexion , lateral 
flexion, and extension of the lumbar spine . Hith the legs 
• kept straight and slightly bent, the adductol"' mu.scles and 
extensor muscles of the hip and the flexor muscles of the 
lmee would be s lightly stretched also. 
5. \.IIi th the legs spread wide and the toes pointed 
straight ahead , reach dO\.zn and touch the right foot, the 
left foot , and reach back in the mi ddle. The ankl e is 
inve1•ted 1 the knee extended , and the hip is flexed and 
abducted . The movement is l ater al flexion and rotation of 
the spine . Antagonistic movements v1ould be eversion at the 
ankle, flexion at the knee, extension and adduction at the 
h ip , and lateral flexion and r otation of the spine. 
6. Standing, eross on e l eg over the othe1~ and reach 
down to touch the fee t. The position is then r eversed . The 
movement is flexion of the lumbar spine vlith the lmee in an 
extended posj_t ion and the hip f l exed . The l eg is s llghtly 
hyperadducted. 'rhe antagonistic movements Hould be extension 
of the spine , fle.x1on at the knee, and extension and 
abduction of the hip. 
These are the s ix exercises performed from a s tanding 
position \·Jhi l e the fol loHing five Here performed f!'cm various 
positions on the mat. 
7., On the knees -vri th the toes pointen av1ay from the 
body and the heels under the buttocks, l ean back at tho 
waist and use the hands as a support on the mat . 'rhe ankles 
are plantar flexed and the knees ru."e flexed. The movement 
is extension at the spin e an d tho hip. The antagoni s tic 
movements would be dorsa l f lexion a t the ankle, extension a t 
the knee , and flexion at the spine and the hip. 
8 . From a reclining position on the side, perform 
vertical l eg lifts on one side and then the other. The 
movement is a d duction at the hip joint \·1i th. the opposite 
movement being abduction at the hip joint. 
9. From a supine position, the feet are brought up 
and over the head and t ouched doHn to the mat. The move-
raent i nvolves hypcrfle.xion of the hip and spine as vJell as 
the h ead being in a f l exed position . 11he ant agonis tic 
movements are extension of the hip, spine , and the head. 
10.. From a s upine p osition Hith the arms extended 
ov er head , a s it-np is p erfor me d and the h ands are touched to 
t h e f eet . ~~he movements are flexion at the spine and 
ext ension a t the shoulder joint. 'rhe scapula i s also being 
dO\·mHard rotated . The lmees are in an ext e:nded position and 
there is flexion at the hip joint. The opposite_ mo'lement s 
are flexion at the lmee, ext ension at the hip and spine , 
flexion at the shoulder , and upw ard r otation at the scapula. 
11. Sitting dov-m, bend the knees and bring the heels 
1~lat togethei'. Grasp the ankles and push down on the inside 
of the knees Hi th the elbov-1s. The movement is outvmrd 
rotation at the hip. The ankles are inverted and the knees 
are flexed. The hip is also slightly abducted and flexed • 
. ~tagonistic movements would be ever sion at the ankles, 
ext ens ion at the knees, and adduct ion , e.xtension, and inward 
rotation of the hip. 
According to the exercise , the ligaments and t endons 
antagonistic to a particul ar movement in a joint v-1ere being 
stretched a l so. For instance, with the ankle invei•ted, the 
ligru.nents on the l ater al side we re stre tched. V/ith the knee 
in an ex·tended position, t he posteri01~ s upporting ligam.ents 
such a s the posterior crucia te and the oblique popliteal 
i'Iould be stretched along with the tendons and the surrounding 
tis sues on the pos terior aspect of the knee. 
SPRINT TRAINING 
Sprint training Has a ccomplished by int e rval runn ing 
on the track a t Franklin. Concurrent validi ty (Fox, 1973 
and 1975 , and Dintiman , 196L~) was again established for tho 
proe r> am. The sprint training was a l ways conducted last ut 
the end of the per·iod . The time spent on this portion varied 
r'J ~) 
from 6-9 minute s in length but 1-1a s always the saxne for each 
period . The instructor participa ted with each &roup in all 
phase s of the running and also set the pace at all times. 
All four groupn received the identical amount of rQill1ing 
with approximately the same amount of interval time between 
runs. 'l1he instructor always signaled the start and the end 
of the sprinting , jogging, and t-lalking dLlX'i ng the tra ining. 
As stated before, each gr oup received the s ame runount of 
each. 
In the first fevz sessions, jogging and bursts of one 
half maximum speed Here emphasized . Later on in the program 
:full speed bursts vJere introdu.ced more regularly. The 
di s tances run t•Jere 20 yards, 50 yards, 80 yards, and 100 
yards. Every ru.nninG t-lorkout was preceded by the subjects 
jogging from the wrentling room out to the track. 
In the first session the subjects jogged the first 
- turn, ran 50 yards at one half speed, jogged a turn, and ran 
another 50 at one half speed. They then jogged a turn, ran 
20 yards at one half speed, jogged 20 yards, ran 20 yards at 
one half speed, jogged 20 yards, and ran 20 yards at one half 
speed. 
Session number tt.JO consisted of jogging tho first 
turn, running 100 yards E.t one half speed , t.Ja lking three 
quarters of the turn, and jogging the final part of the turn 
before running 100 yards at one half speed . They :finished 
up Halk:tng the turn , running 80 yards at one half speed, 
Halk:tng the turn, and sprinting .~0 ys.rds at maximu.m speed. 
In the third session the subje cts joc;e;cd the turn, 
ran 80 yards at one half speed, and \·Jalked three quarters of 
the next turn . 'rhey then jogged into a 50 yard run a·t one 
half speed , walked one half the turn, jogged the rest of tho 
turn into another 50 yard rw1 at one half _speed, walked one 
half a turn, and j ogged the rest of the turn into a final 
50 yard run a t one half speed . The subjects t~alked one half 
the turn and jogged the final part of the turn into a full 
speed 20 yard sprint . 
In the fourth training period the subjects jogged a 
full lap prior to any running . They ·H alked one half a turn, 
ran 80 yards at one half speed , 'toJalked one half a turn, 
jogged into a full speed 50 yard run , tvalked one half the 
turn, ~~d jogged into a full speed 20 yard dash . 
At the fifth training ses s ion subjects ran 100 yards 
at one half speed tHice and then ran 50 y ards at one half 
speed twice . In between each run they walked three quarters 
of the turn and jogged the final one quarter into the begin·· 
ning of the run. 
Training period number six us ed the sruae type of 
interval vwrk as period five as far a s walking and jogging 
the turns. The subje cts r an 80 yards at one ha lf speed , tHo 
20 yard runs at one half speed , and tvJO 20 yard rtms at full 
speed. In betHeen each 20 yard run the subjects jogged 20 
yards . 
Ses s ion number s even consisted of walking one ha lf a 
t u.:rn , jogging one ha lf the tur n into a 50 yard run at one 
half speed, walking three quarters of the next turn , joggh1g 
the final portion of the turn , and rtmning 80 yards a.t 
maximum speed. rrhey finished up by \•Jalking three quarters of 
a turn , jogging the final part of the turn into a one half 
speed 20 y&rd run , .jogging 20 yards , and running a final 20 
yru•ds at one hal f speed. 
Session number eight VJa.s on a Honday so it H9.s a 
light session . Subjects walked three qua:r>ter of a turn, 
jogged the final part of the turn into a one half speed 80 
yard run, Halked throe quarter•s of the turn, jogged the final 
part of the turn into another one half speed 80 yard run, 
Halked throe quarters of a turn , and jogged the final part of 
the turn into a 50 yard run at one half speed . 
Sprint tra.i.ning period nmnber nj.ne Has made up of 
one 50 yard run at one hal f speed , one 100 yard rtm at 
maximum speed, and tVJo 20 yard l"uns at one half speed. The 
interval in between the runs consisted of walking three 
quarters of a t urn and jogging the final part of the turn . 
There was a jog of 20 yards in bettveen the two 20 yard runs. 
The tenth session consisted of running three 100 
yard dashes at one half speed. The interval period was made 
up of t~alking three quarters of a turn and then jogging the 
rest of the turn into the run. 
The eleventh session empl oyed tho srune interval as 
the tenth session for part of the running . Subjects ran 80 
yards at one half speed , 50 yards at maximum speed, 20 ya.r·ds 
at ma.-\:imum speed, and 20 yru~ds at one half speeJ . The only 
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difference in interval make-up bet~1een session ten and 
eleven \vas that in betHeen the t\~O 20 yard runs a 20 yard jog 
vJas the interval . 
The f:i.nal session consisted of a 50 yard run at one 
half speed, a 20 yard run at maximum speed , a 50 yard run at 
ms.ximum speed, and a 100 yard run at maximum speed . The 
interval in between the first 50 yard run and the 20 yard 
run and betHeen the second 50 yard run and the 100 yal"d run 
t.·ms the same as that used in the tHo previous sessions . '£he 
interval betHeen the full speed 20 and the ful l speed )0 was 
a jog of 30 yards . 
111ondays Here e;enerally light days, end Fridays vtere 
the heavier Horkload days . All running. v1as performed on the 
s tr•aightaHays on the tPack and there \·Jas no turn l"unning . 
The reader is referred to Table 2 for a concise report of 
the sprint training in use . 
ANALYSIS OF THE DA'l'A 
In the analysis of the data the fo l lov1ing statistical 
procedures i~ere employed: 
1. The means and standard deviations , as explained 
by Johnson and Nelson (1969 ), Here determined for scores in 
each group. 
2 . Dependent t-tests were initiated between scores 
in each group in order to obtain a t score and det~rmine the 
effects of the four training procedures . 
Day 
l. 
2 . 
4. 
6 . 
3. 
9 . 
10 . 
n . 
12. 
.. 
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Tabla 2 
SPRI NT TRJ\.INING 
.:::::::==- -------=---·=-=--------- -----
Distance 
so yds. 
20 yds . 
100 y ds •. Go yds . 
50 yds. 
80 yds. 
50 yds . 
20 yds~ 
80 yds . 
50 yds . 
20 yds ~ 
100 yds ~ 
.so yds. 
80 yds . 
20 yds . 
20 yds . 
50 yds . 
80 yds ~ 
20 yds . 
80 yds~ 
50 yds. 
so yds ~ 
100 yds . 
20 yds~ 
100 yds . 
80 yds~ 
50 y<is . 
?.0 ycis . 
?.0 yds . 
50 yds ~ 
20 yds ; 
.':) 0 yds . 
J.00 yd :.3 . 
Number Pace 
----------·-·--- -·--··-- --
2 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
l 
2 
2 
l 
1 
2 
2 
, 
.... 
1 
1 
2 
3 
1 
1 
l 
). 
1 
l 
l 
J. 
t speed 
2 speod 
]._ speed l( 
2 speed 
full spe~1d 
t speed speed 
full speed 
]._ speed ?. 
full s peed 
full speed 
1. speed :r 
2 speed 
t speed sp0ed 
fuJ.J. speed 
1 speed 2 
f ull speed 
_],_ speed 2 
.;, speed 
.# 
.l speed 2 
_:!,. speed 2 
full speed 
1 speed 2 
].,_ 
2 speod 
].,_ SJ>I.> Od 2 
full speed 
full 3poed } ';peed 
£ spe ed 
full spec:ld 
full !:~peed 
ful l a}Joed 
'J ho <ti.s 'i.::mcos rLm on e .. w> 0.<;.-y a re listed in thl) 
or J er :tn 1.-11".1 ch t h ey HG l 'C :t.' tm, 
3. Level of signif'ican.ce v-zas set a·li the .05 l eve l 
for a ll statistical procedures. 
4. Analysis of covari ance Has employed as a means 
of equating the initial c;roup differences and obtaining a..Yl 
F ratio • 
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.5 . Each of the above- mentioned otatistical proce-
dures 1vere used in analysis of the data at each dis t ance in 
the test. 
Analysis of covariance Has s tudied according to Bor g 
and Gall (1971) ·. Dr. Robert Hopldns, head of the 
Educational Research Department at the University of the 
Pacific, supervised statis tica l procedures at the University 
of the Pacific Computer Center . Al so assisting Has a 
teaching e.s sistant at the cente1~, 11yron Kauk. 
Chapter L~ 
RESUL'I'S, SUHt1ARY, COHCLUS IONS 
The x•es ul ts 1 su.ramaries, and concluding remarks are 
discussed in the following chapter. 
RESUL'rS 
The raH scores for all subjects in all phases of 
testing are fou...J.d in Appendix A and Appendix B. The means 
and standard deviations for each group at each distance in 
both the pre-training test and the post-training test are 
described in Table 3. Tht~ means fol" the groups in both 
tests do not differ greatly with the exception of Group D 
at 100 yards. As a group, Group D v1as slightly fastel" than 
the other groups at the thl"ee dist~~ces. Standard deviation 
marks for Group D i-lere also s lightly smaller than the other 
g1~oups indicating that the subjects in this group Here 
fairly equal in sprinting speed. The high standai•d devia-
tions for Group A ru1d Group B at the 100 yard distance were 
due mostly to one or two subjects in each Group being 
significantly slov.er than the rest of the members in the 
group. 
Dependent t-tests Hare initiated between scores in 
each group in order to test the effects of each program on 
thoi:i:' respective grot:.ps. The l eve :!. of significance Has set 
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Tablo 3 
MEANS AND STAHDARD DEVIA'l1 IONS 
·-- -·--·- ... - - .- -... ------·-
Test II Group Distance Hea.n Stan. Dev . 
------- ·---
1 A 20 yds~ 3 . 14 . 3.5 
1 B 20 yds . 3o2.5 . 21 
1 c 20 yds. 3 . 23 ~22 
1 D 20 yds . 3 . 03 .095 
1 A 50 yds. 6.73 . 56 
1 B 50 yds. 6 ~ 77 ·'-t-2 
1 c 50 yds. 6.7.5 . ~1~ 
1 D 50 yds . 6 . 37 .29 
1 A 100 yds . 13.00 1 . 11-0 
1 B 100 yds. 12 . 8.5 1.10 
1 c 100 yds . 12~ 71 .91 
1 D 100 yds. 11.97 .so 
2 A 20 yds a 3 . 08 . 18 
2 B 20 yds . 3.22 .13 
2 c 20 yds. 3 . 20 . 22 
2 D 20 yds. 2 . 97 .o5 
2 A SO yds . 6 . 83 . 63 
2 B SO yds . 6 . 78 .5o 
2 c SO yds. 6~75 . 39 
2 D SO yds . 6 . 36 -~~-2 A 100 yds . 13~06 1 . 40 
2 B 100 yds . 12.77 1 .26 
2 c 100 yds ~ 12.72 . 85 
2 D 100 yds. 12 . 26 .57 
----
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Table l+ 
DEPENDENr t SCOHES: PRE-TEST VS POS'l1-TEST 
~ 
- -
.. 
t Score Required 
Group Distance . t Score for Significance 
---- -------- ..--- - ... -
A 20 yds. .79 2 .41~7 
B 20 yds. . 1.~3l~ 2.571 
c 20 yds. 1.000 2 . 228 
D 20 yds . 1.54 2 . 4l~7 
A 50 yds. 1.075 2.41+7 
B 50 yds. .5L~8 2.5'71 
c 50 yds. .161 2 . 228 
D 50 yds. .094 2.447 
A 100 yds . 
.333 2.1~7 
B 100 yds . • 728 2 . 571 
c 100 yds . .155 2 . 228 
D 100 ·yds . 2.600 2 . 447 
.6.2 
at the .05 levol and the resul ts may be fo tmd in 'J.lablo 4. 
':ehe 2o6 t score of Group D in the 100 yru:>d dash indica tes a 
significant dlfference between pre- training and post-training 
scores fo llovd.ng trainlng . This in turn indicates that there 
Has a training ef'fect by the program used in Group D. I n a 
result that was not expected, ·the high t score was a result 
of Group D subjects having significantly slovwr times in the 
post~training tests. The other three groups had insignifi-
cant t scores at the .05 level of slgnif:tcance Hhich · 
indicates that there ·VJere no significant tralning effects 
from the programs used by Groups A, B, and c. 
Analysis of covariance was employed as a means of 
obtaining an F ratio. Level of significance was again set 
at .05. The F ratio required for three and 27 degrees of 
freedom at the .05 l evel t-Jas 2.73. The F s cores are 
described in Table 5. The F score at 20 yards was .1028 , 
and at the 50 yard distance the F score Has .3370 . Both of 
these scores are insignificant as Has the F score of 2.34 at 
the 100 yard distance . The F score at 100 yards would 
possibly have been s igru.fican~ due to the high t score of 
Group D at 100 yards. HovJever , the extremely lm-J t scores 
of the other three groups kept the final F score insigni-
ficant at the .05 level. 
SUHHARY 
The pul~po8e of this stu.dy Has to determine the 
relationship of relaxation training and flexibility training 
rrab1e 5 
RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE BETVIEEN GROUPS 
Ol'f EACH OF THE 1'HREE DISTAHCES 
--- ---
-----· -
Degrees Sum 
Distance Source of of F 
Freedom Squares 
-··--
_ _, 
BetvJeen 3 0 . 0060 
20 yds. \Hthin 27 o.S29~ 0 .. 1028 
Total 30 0 .535 
BetHeen 3 0.0624 SO yds. Hi thin 27 1.6660 0.3370 
total 30 l. 7281-t. 
Ee tHeen 3 0 . 510!~ 
100 yds . Within 27 1.9631 2 · 3400 
Total 30 2 . L~735 
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to running speeds of high intenslty at three short dlstances., 
It Ha s hypothesized that those subjects vJho receive d 
progressive relaxation training would significan·!;ly lm-1er 
their times I·Jhen compared to those 1-1ho received flexibility 
tralning . It Has hypothesized that the effects of a com-
bination of relaxation training, flexibility training, a.nd 
sprint training l'lould be more significant at a distance of 
100 yards than at 20 yards. It I-JUS also hypothesized that 
the lower•ing of times would be most significant for that 
group that received all three training progra.m.s as compared 
to the other groups that received one or tHo programs. The 
progr ams consisted of pl"ogressive z•ela.xation training as 
developed by Edmund Jacobson ( 1938), interval sprint 1•unning 
on a track, and a series of eleven flexibility exercises 
de sigD.ed by the investigator that were performed statically 
as \·Jell a s ballistically. Subjects ~Jere 31 z•andomly 
selected high school males fz•om the first four periods of 
physical education at Franklin H:i.gh School in Stockton, Ca. 
Each period served as one of the fom" groups in tho study. 
Each of the groups received sprint training, and one group 
received flexibility exercises in addition . A third group 
received the sprint tr a ining and z•el~~ation training in 
addition. The fourth group received aD. three progz•ams . 
The group that received sprint tra ining only served as a 
control groupo The ins truments in use were a timed 20 yard 
sprint, a 50 yard spl"int, and a 100 yard nprint . Subjects 
\·Jere tes l;ed at a ll three dista nces and t hen received twe lve 
training s os sions over s. period of four weelr.s. They we:r.•e 
then tirned at the distances again. Analysis of c-o_va1..,iance 
at the .o) level of significance was administered to deter-
IT'j_ne the ei"'feets of the different training programs o In 
additionJ t tests at the o05 level of significance wore 
initiated :tn each group. 1\.nalysis of covariance indicated 
that there was no significant difference in effects i-Jhen 
comparing the foUl' different types of training programs to 
each other. T scores for each group sho~10d no sie;nifics.nt 
difference in training effects at any distance except for 
the group that received a ll three training programs of 
relaxation , flBxibility, and sprint trainir~g. Their 100 
yard dash times \-Jere s ign5.ficantly sloHel.., in pos·t··training 
tests as compared to pi~e-training tes ts. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Based on the results of this study, fu~d for the 
subjects involved in the study, the folloHing concluslons 
can be made: 
1. There is no significant difference in effects on 
running speed Hhen a program involving flexibility exercises 
is compared to a prog1•o..m utilizing progressive x•ela..xation as 
a training method. 
2 . There is no significant d:I.fforence h1 effects on 
running speed betHeen a control group that receives sprint 
tl .. aining only and three groups that receive all three 
progr ams or a combination of two p1•ogrruns. 
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3. 'rimes for a J.OO yard dash sloH significru1tly fo1• 
subjects who participate in a four week program of progres-
sive relax.ation training , flexi billty exercises, and sprint 
training . 
On the basis of these conclusions , hypotheses 
numbers 1 and 3, from the original set of hypotheses made 
prior to the beginning of the study, are rejected. However , 
hypothesis number 2 is accepted since the effec·t:;s of a 
combination of all three t raining programs t-Jere significan-t;l y 
greater at the longer distance of 100 yards than at 20 yards. 
Discussion 
The results of this investigation appear to be 
conflicting as do the results of many of the studies 
involving re l axation . Early stu.dies by Duffy (1932} , Russell 
(1932), and Freemon (1933) appeared to point to the idea 
that the more complex the task, the more detremental the 
effect of high tension levels on performance . S tudies by 
Henry (19 52) and HaX'~oJell (19.53) indicate that speed of 
movement vJas not affected by tension or re l axation levels. 
In this investigation, rwming , not being r)Onsidered an 
extremely complex skill, did not appeal' to be affected by 
relaxation tralning or lack of it. 1t:11en cor:1pared to groups 
that recei.ved sprint training Ol' sprint training and flexi-
bility exercises , a gross motor movement such as rw1ning was 
not affected by any of the programs. 'rhe one conflicting 
result was that the group that received all three programs 
did s low dot-m at the 100 yard distance . Studies by 
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Haverland ( PhD 19.53) and DeVries ( PhD 1961) bear out the 
results of this study as f ar as the lack of effects of 
relaxation on running performance. A moderate to heavy 
degree of tension could be r equired in sprinting and a 
program of relaxation training could ha'le a detrimental 
effect as fur as the performer being over-relaxed,and the 
amount of t ension necessary to perform not being there. 
The insignificant effects of flexibility exercises 
on running speed in thls investigation support results by 
Trunir ( 1971) and DeVries ( 1961) who both found that flexi-
bility did not significantly affect running performance. 
The lack of significant differences in effects on running 
speed betHeen groups receiving sprint training and those 
that received spr:i..nt training rlith flexibility exercises 
agr·ees with those findings of Dintiman ( PhD 196l~) t-~ho fou.."ld 
i dentica l results betl..Jeen the same tl.JO groups. However, all 
groups participating in Dintiman's study significantly 
improved their running speed. Interva l training studies by 
Faulkner ( 1969 ) a.'!d Hollering (PhD 1971) showed increased 
capacity .for improving anaerobic power which is vital to 
sprinting. Although this investigation did not measure 
improvement in anaerobic capacity, it was felt by the 
investigator that significant results in the studies 
mentioned above could h ave r esulted from longer training 
periods. This vJOuld also hold true for improvements in 
running speed. There \-Jas no improvement in running speed 
in any group involved in this study. 
Lack of improvement could also have been due to a 
training program of tHelve sessions which Has not enough. 
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In the op:l.nion of the author there was another factor tha t 
could be responsible for lack of improvement in running 
speed, and in particular, the results incurred by Gx>oup D 
t..Jhich slowed dovm in the 100 yard run. The regular physical 
education classes could have been the only source of fitness 
1.vo:c>k that the subjects received. Groups A , B, and C were 
allo~ved to go back to their regular physical . education class 
at the conclusion of each training session. It amounted to 
losing approximately tw0nty to tv1enty-five minutes of 
regular physical education activity for those gx•oups each 
time training was conducted. Group D however, v1as not able 
to return t o regular physical education classes since the 
training session required the entire class period. There-
fore, they received no physical education three days a \~eek 
fo1• four weeks. A study conducted by Hilsendager ( 1966) 
compared physical education classes with calisthenics to 
those without. Classes met twice a vJeek and then the next 
week met thl~ee times and alternated in this manner. Classes 
were tested in the standing broad jump, pull-ups, sit-ups, 
shuttle run, and squat thrusts a t the conclusion of each 
activity period. One c ls.ss received ten minutes of 
calisthenics prior to the activity each clay while the other 
class Hent straight into the activity. Subjects performed 
better in the standing bi'oad jump and squa t th..rusts vthen 
they exercised prior to going i nto the activity. 'rhis would 
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seem to point to tho f s.ct that exerc:Lsint; in r•eguJ.ar physical 
education classes has fitness value. Jackson, Sharkey 1 Dnd 
Johnston (1968) found no dlfference in treadmill training t wo 
days a \-·leek as compared to three days a weok or five days a 
week a s far as improving cardiorespiratory efficiency. 
Schvartz and r.ramir (1971) compared three groups on the 
effects of calisthenics training three days a week f or eight 
weeks . One group exercised vJhile one group jogged and 
another did nothing . vJhen comparing the groups in reaction. 
time and movement time at the end of eight weeks they found 
no differences. These studios mentioned seem to point· to the 
idea that issing the r egular physical education classes a 
couple of times a v.Jeek should not affect fitness perfor-
mances. On the other hand, there does appear to be some 
fitness value in the exercises that go on in most physical 
education classes. There is the possibil:J.ty that this loss 
in fitness work could have been partially r esponsible for 
the lack of improvement in running speed for the groups. It 
a l so could have played a role in Group D' s slower tDnes at 
the 100 yard distance. 
Recommendations 
Due to some of the limitations encountered, it is 
reconunended that studies of,' this nature should alloH for a 
longel'' training period and devote at least tt--~enty to thirty 
minutes for progressive relaxation training sess:J.ons to 
develop fully in subjects the ability to relax on cue . It 
70 
is als o rec011111 ended that t he flex i bility portion be 
el iminated in order to determine more precisely the 
relationnhip bett-Jeen relaxation and running speed. Also , a 
r•ela..xation training session immediate ly prior to te s ting 
r unning speed may prove to be reveallng . One fina l recommen-
dation Hould be that a study similar to this one be carried 
out but at longer distances such as 220 yards or 41..~0 yards. 
Since ther e t-Jas an effect at J.OO yards fol"' the gl"'oup that 
received a ll three programs , more significant effe cts may be 
noticeable a t distances longex· than 100 yards . 
Due to the res ults or this study it is reconunended 
that phys ical educatox•s seriously consider the rol e that 
phys:i.c al educat ion activity time plays in the overall 
f itness of students. In addition , further research needs to 
be carried out on the role that relaxation plays in perfor-
mance since past research results as well as the results of 
t his investigation have been confli cting . Relaxa tion is an 
important part or any fitness or athletic program, but its 
relationship to physical education and performance in 
athletics has yet to be clearly defined . 
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Ra~·I Scores of P11 0 .. 1'raining 1'esting 
- --
--
-
--
Group-Sub j. 20 50 100 20 50 100 
A 1 3.6 6.3 11.2 3~0 6.1 11.4 
A 2 3.0 6.4 12 . 2 3~0 6.6 12 .L~ 
A 3 2. 7 6.1 12.0 3.0 6.4 12. 7 
A ~ 3.0 6.7 13.0 3.5 7.0 1t~ . o A 3.4 7.0 13.,1 3e2 7 .0 13o3 
A 6 3.9 7 . 6 15.2 3.8 7 .I.+ 15 .!~ 
A 7 3.5 7.5 1L~.4 3o3 7.4 14.7 
B 1 3.2 6 . 8 12.8 3 .!j. 6.7 12.9 
B 2 3.6 7.9 14.9 3.6 '1.5 11.t . 6 
B 3 3.0 6.l~ 11 • .5 3.1 6.5 12.0 
B ~ 3.3 6.7 12.6 3 .l.j. 6 . 6 12.,l~ B 3.1 6 . 6 12.2 3.1 6 oil 12 .2 
B 6 3 ~ 7. 0 13.6 3.3 7.0 13.6 . ..... 
c l 3 .1~. 7 .l..j. 13~6 3 . l+ 7.3 13.2 
c 2 3.4 7. 0 13.7 3.6 7.3 14. 2 
c 3 3 .2 6. 1 11 • .5 2.9 6~1 11.2 
c ~ 3.5 7. 1 13.1 3.5 7.1 12 .8 c 3 . 0 6.3 12 .0 3·3 6. L~ 11.8 
c 6 3.5 7.2 13 .8 3.5 7 . 1 14.0 
c '7 3.2 6.5 J.1o9 3 .0 6.3 11.9 
c 8 3.2 6.3 12 . 0 3 . 1 6. 7 12.5 
c 9 3 . 4 6.8 13.0 3.1 6.8 13 .1 
c 10 3.2 6.8 12.5 3·4 6.7 12 . 7 
c 11 3·4 7.3 1}.~ . 0 3 .lj. 7 . 3 13 . 9 
D 1 3 .0 6.3 11.8 3 . 0 6.0 11.6 
D 2 3 . 0 6 . 2 11. 4 3.0 6 .1 11.1 
D ~ 3. 3 6. 7 12.6 3.2 7.0 12.9 D 2.9 6 . 7 12 .3 3.2 6 .9 12 .9 D 3 . 0 6.3 12.0 3.1 6.6 12.7 
D 6 3 .1 6 .L~ 12. 0 3.0 6 . 2 11.9 
D 7 3 . 1 6.6 12.3 3. 2 6.6 12 • .5 
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RaH Scores of Pos t -Training Testing 
-·-·-- -·· 
Group-Sub j. 20 50 100 20 5o 100 
A 1 3-0 6.1 11.6 3.0 6.2 11.3 
A 2 2.9 6. 2 12.1 3.2 6. i~ 12.3 
A 3 2. 9 6.4 12.2 2.9 6 . )_~ 12.3 
A ~ 3·1 7.1 13.8 3·4 7.1 13.6 A 3·1 6.8 12.7 3.2 7.1 13.0 
A 6 3·4 7.8 16.0 3.5 7.7 1.5.4 
A 7 3.2 7.5 14.1 3.2 7.5 14.1 
B 1 3.5 6.8 12.7 3.4 6.6 12.5 
B 2 3.5 7.6 14.4 3.3 7.5 14.6 
B 3 3.2 6 • .5 11.9 3.1 6.5 12.2 
B ~ 3 .1 6. 7 12.1 3.2 6.6 12.2 B 3·1 6 . 5 12.3 3.2 6 . 6 12.5 
B 6 3·3 7.3 13.4 3 · ~ 7.0 13.6 c 1 3·4 7.1 13.2 3. 7·3 13 • .5 
c 2 3·4 . 7 .J-1- 13.8 3·4 7.1 13.8 
c 3 3.1 6.3 11.5 2.9 6.4 11o!~ 
c ~ 3.4 7. 0 13.0 3 .L~ ?.0 13.1 c 3 .2 6 • .5 11.8 3.1 6.6 12.0 
c 6 3·5 7.3 13.9 3.5 7.5 14.1 
c 7 3.1 6.~ 11.9 3. 0 6.1 12.0 c 8 3.0 6. 12.2 3.0 6 • .5 12.1 
c 9 3.2 6.7 12.7 3.1 6 .7 13.0 
c 10 3 · 3 6.5 12.6 3 .0 6.8 12.6 
c 11 3 · 4 7.2 13.5 3 . 3 7.1 ltj..O 
D 1 3 . 0 6.1 11.8 2 .9 6.1 11.7 
D 2 2.9 6.1 11.1+ 3 .1 6.) 12.1 
D 3 3.0 6.4 12 . 5 3.0 6.2 12.9 
D 4 3.0 7.1 13.4 3.4 7. 3 13~1 
D 5 3.0 6 .. 8 12 .7 3.4 6.8 12.5 
D 6 3.0 6.4 12.3 3.0 6.1 12.1 
D 7 3.2 6.8 12.5 3.0 6 .1 12.6 
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Personal Information Sheet 
---------------------------------------------------------
NAME CLASS: SOPHOHORE JUNIOR SE1iiOR 
----------------------
AGE HEIGHT vlEIGHT lbs. 
ETHN"IC BACKGROUND: ASIAN CAUCASIAN ( Hhi te) :VlEXICAN-ANERICAN 
(circle one) A11ERICAN INDIAN BLACK AHERICAN OTHER 
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Abstract of thesis submitted in partial .ful.filJ.ment 
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by 
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A revieH of the literature in regards to this subject 
reveals conflicting results. Relaxation has been proven to 
be an important factor in performing acts of skill which 
require smooth coordinated movement. On the other hand, 
preliminary tension also appears to be important in perfor-
mance. Flexibility appears to be specific to a joint and 
has not beon shown to have any effect on improvement of 
running performance. 
The purpose of this study was to determine 1;he 
relationship of relaxation training and .flexibility training 
to running speeds of high intensity at three short distances 
for high school males. 
The subjects involved in the study were thirty-one 
high school males selected from physical education classes 
at Franklin High School in Stockton, Ca. Subjects were 
classified into the four groups of the study according to 
the ir physical education classes. 
rrhe instrument for data collection consisted of a 
timed 20 yard run, )0 yard run, and a 100 yard run. After 
each subject was tested at the three distances, a series of 
t't-10lve training sessions, three days a week for four -r1eeks, 
was introduced. 
88 
All groups received interval sprint trsJ.nlng as one 
of the programs. It consisted of a combination of one half 
speed and full speed interval sprints of 20 , 50, 80 , and 100 
yards . In addition, one group received progressive relaxa-
tion training lvhile another received a series of eleven 
flexibility exercises . A thiPd group received all three 
training programs Hhile the control group recelved only the 
sprint training. At the conclusion of the training sessions, 
the subjects were again tested at the three distances. 
Dependent 'li-tests initiated betHeen scores in each 
group indicated no significant differ•ence in training 
effects at any distance except for tho group that received 
all three training progr ams. Their times sloHed signifi-
cantly at 100 yards. This could possibly have been due to 
the heavy loss of regular physical education class time as 
this group was thB only one that received all three programs. 
Analysis of covariance indicated that there \-las no 
significan"ti difference in effects on running speed when a. 
f l exibility exercise program was compared to a progressive 
relaxation training program . 
